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Bob Lipshutz
The Vice President
Stu Eizenstat
,. The attached was returned in
the President's outbox: It is
forwarded to you for appropriate
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Hami l.ton Jordan
Frank Moore
Jody Powell
Jack Watson
Jim Mcintyre
Bunny Mitchell

RE:

CIVIL RIGHTS REORGANIZATION
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THE PRESI.PYirr Hli.S SEEN.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 13, 1978
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRES'IDENT

FROM:

THE VIC.E PRESIDENT 1
STU EIZENSTAT
·

SUBJECT:

Civil Right-s Reorganization

Pursuant to your request, we have made a further evaluation
of the political status of the ci~il rights reorganization
plan. We now report to you our findings and resubmit the
plan for your decision.
Presidential action on reorganization of the equal
employment opportunity enforcement programs is extremely
important to many of the major black organizations which
see this a·s the Administration's major civil rights
initiative. Civil rights groups· generally support the
OMB proposal and expect it to be the Administration's first
reorganization plan of the year. A change in this agenda
will evoke strong criticism from blacks and liberals
for what they believe to be a commitment from you to
send up plans for reorganization early this year.
congressional Picture
We convened a meeting of some key Congressmen and Senators
to discuss the Civil Rights Plan Thursday. Senators Williams,
Ribicoff and Javits and Congressman Hawkins attended. Williams
and Javits initially took ·the position that their Human
Resources Committee should hold a hearing on the plan and
then make recommendations to Ribicoff's Government Affairs
Comm·i ttee.. We have convinced Ribicoff this would usurp
his jurisdiction and establish a dangerous precedent for
future reorganization plans. We believe Williams and Javits
recognize this and will act according.ly.
Substantively, Ribicoff was non-committal, though certainly
not hostile. His key staff aide generously supports the
plan proposed.

-2Williams and Javits, who are not on the Government
Affairs Committee,were largely positive but concerned
about shifting Equal Pay Act enforcement from DOL
to EEOC on the ground that it was well administered
where it was and mi,ght impose·an additional administrative
burden on EEOC it cannot handle. Javits said.we could
"break the back of a willing horse" by putting too much in
EEOC.
Tpey probably were both reflecting the AFL-CIO's
opposition to this part of the plan.
Congressman Hawkins was most concerned about the possible
future shifting over of contract compliance to EEOC. Our
plan need make no commitment on this. Now it simply ·
consolidates contract compliance in DOL -- a position the
Senators and Hawkins all enthusiastically supported.
Congressman Parren Mitchell enthusiastically supports the
plan.
Congressman Brooks, Chairman of the House Government
Operations Committee, has not committed himself but is not
known to have substantial obj.ections with the plan.
Over the past several weeks, the OMB reorganization has
held extensive briefings with staff members of the House
and Senate Government Operations Committees as well as
\>lith.dozens of staff members having particular interest
in civil rights initiatives.
These staff contacts sugges.t there is a great amount of
sympathy for the concept of moving toward a single agency
approach for equal employment enforcement and that there
is broad support for the thrust of the proposal.
In many
instances there already is strong support. Some concer.ns
have been expressed. A few felt tha.t labor opposition would have
some impact on their vote. Several felt it would be essential
for us to be able to document internal reforms underway
at the EEOC, while still others suggested that interest
group support (i.e., women.' s groups, aging groups, etc.)
would be important.
Interest Group Positions
Civil Rights Organizations: Maj·or Black civil rights
organizations support the plan, as was made clear at your
December 14, 1977 meeting with Black leaders. MexicanAmerican and Puerto Rican organizations also have endorsed
it.

'
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Women's Groups: Most major women's organizations,
includJ.ng the Wmr.en's Political Caucus and NOW, support the
plan. One exception is the Council of Labor Union Women,
an organization with close ties to the AFL-CIO, which
objects to the shift of Equal Pay enforcement to EEOC.
Age Groups:
the plan.

Most major organizations have endorsed

Organized Labor: Stu met personally with the AFL-CIO
after your dJ.rective. The AFL-CIO supports all aspects of
the plan except the proposal to transfer enforcement of the
Equal Pay Act from Labor to the E·EOC. They would also
oppose any further commitment to shift the consolidated
contract compliance we propose for DOL, to EEOC in 1981.
We n·eed not make this commitment· in the plan -- and in our
estimation should not. There is evidence of division within
organized labor on this question from high ranking Black
officials and from women's rights advocates. The Coalition
of Black Trade Unionists, an organization of Black trade
union offic-ials, has endorsed the plan. Labor will not
oppose the entire plan even if it includes the Equal Pay
Act transfer. If they seek to have the Equal Pay Act
transfer struck during the amendment period, they may not
mount a major offensive, since they would be pitted against
Blacks and women. Even if it becomes necessary for us to
make such an amendment, it would not be fatal to the plan.
The UAW supports the plan as is, as does the American Federation of Government Employees.
Business Groups:
Groups such as the Business Roundtable. and the Equal Employment Advisory Council have
reservations about portions of the plan. They are encouraged
by re.forms_at the EEOC~ however, and generally regard the plan
as moderate. ·Our soundings at the NAM indicate the possibility
of a favorable reaction once the plan is announced.. There
is unlikely to be strong vocal business opposition to the,
plan since it goes a long way toward reducing some of
the regulatory burdens about which business has complained
in the contract compliance area, although they will not want
to strengthen EEOC's hand, in general.
Agency Views: The federal agencies which oppose portions
of the plan generally do so because they lose some of their
jurisdiction, particularly in the contract compliance area.
T.his concern is endemic to all reorganizations. The goal
of consolidated equal employment enforcement necessitates these
transfers. We will be glad to set up a meeting with certain
Cabinet officers who have objections if you desire.

-4Sunnnary
Support for the plan far outweighs opposition which appears
centered only on the transfer of Equal Pay Act enforcement
to EEOC.
Additional support can be expected once you make
a final decision.
Already there has been a lead editorial
in the New York Times supporting the plan (.attached) •
Announcement of the Plan
We would like to announce the plan on February 23 at a major
ceremony attended by representatives of civil rights, women's
business, and labor groups.
The East Room is available for
the:·ceremony a11d the event has been proposed for inclusion on
your calendar. A maj:or ceremony of this kind will provide
an opportunity for you to emphasize yo1:1r comrnitmen.t to civil
rights enforcement, to dramatize the fulfillment of your
promise to reorganize the equal employment enforcement
programs, and to launch the p:tan 011 it's passage through
Congress.
OMB's reorganization will need .about a week to
put this ceremony together.
Attachment
cc:

Hamilton Jordan
'Frank Moore
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Even a few years ago; the thought would have sounded
lunatic: too many Federal civil rights agencies working
. against job discrimination? It had taken advocates of
equal employment opportunity decades to eke out an
executive orde!' here, part cf a statute there. They took
their gains the only way possible, piecemeal. But then
ciVil rights gains accelerated; the inconceivable is now
fact. There are some 40 separate Federal equal employment ·laws ant' regulations: they are administered by 18
different agencies. The result is fragmentation and fr.Jstration that burden employees and employers alike. Any
day now, the Carter Administration is ~ed to
propose a major reorganization remedy. It is a sensible
plan and lt is needed.
The present thicket of agencies does have rough. if
dubious, logic, A case involving a private employei.· is
handled by the Equal Elllployment Opportunity Commis·
sion. One involving a private employer rerving as a
Federal contractor is handled by the Labor Department's
Otfice of Federal Contract Compliance. One involving
· ·the Federal Government as an employer Is handled by
the Civil Service Commission. And one involving state
and local governments as employers is handled by the
Department of Justice. The trouble with the logic is that
the anes tlften blur.
The red tape for employers is typified by a~ classic
case involving the seniority sy::;tem in a lumber plapt
In Louisiana. The E.E.O.C. worked out a setUemcnt.
Dissatisfied, the Office of Federnl Contract Compliance
wor!ted out a new one. 11len t~e Justice Department,
still dissatisfied, went to r.ourt, prompting an appellate
judge to comment: ..We cannot help sharing Crown·
Zellerbach's bewildennent at the twists and turns in·
dulged in by government agencies in this case."'
The problem for employees can be illustrated with a
. hyPOthetical case. Assume that a middle-agee! black
woman, who works in ~ defense plant, feel:; she has
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been repeated1y and unjustly passed over for promotion.
Does she tum to the Defense Department's contract
compliance office? Or to some state or local agency?
If she thinks the problem prir.tarily involves l1er age, )
the ple~ce to go is the Age Discrimination Division of the
Labor Department. lf she sees the cause in her race or
sex, then the E.E.O.C. is; the door to knock on. How
much bureaucratic sophistication should be demanded
of a citizen?
In theory, all these functions ought to be consoli_dated
end the Fqual Employment Opportunity COmmission
would be the obvious place. In practice, that has been
impossible. The commis.;ion, poorly designed and mah·
aged. built up a backlog of 130,000 cases. Adding uew
responsibilities was unthinkable.
No~. however, the commission has an able and
vi~orous director, Eleanor Holmes !Jorton, the former
head of New York City's Human Rights Commission. 111
just a few montt.s, she has reshaped the agency, begun
cutting down tl:e mountainous backlog and has won
the President's support. His new budget boosts the
agency's funds by 43 percent. Consolidating the enforc~
ment of all job rights in tlte commission has become
thinkable after alL
The Administration's plan would build step by step
toward that goal. Various enfon,.ement powers are first
to be grctdually consolidated in the E.E.O.C. and the
Contract Compliance Office. Then, after two years, .
depending on a further White House assessment, they
would be merged in an enlarged E.E:O.C.
Such reorganization plans always excite opposition
from agendes conremed for their turf. Beyond that, the
plan requires reducing the size of (but not eliminating)
civil rights offices in many Federal agencies. But these
seem marginal problems. The Administration deserves
credi~ for the care with which the plan has been devised.
Cor.gress should let it be tried•
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1HE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

2/6/78'
Mr. President:
OMB requests immediate action on
the attached, so that it may .get
to the Hill before Congress goes
into recess, on Febru·ary 10. · ~
In addition to the ag~ncy and ~ /
staff comments summarl.zed by
d'
Eiz.enstat and Lipshutz, Congressional Liaison, Bunny Mitchell
and.Dick Pettigrew also concur
with :·.the reorganization recommendations.
Tabs A and B are to be found in
the black notebook.

Rick
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THE WHITE HOUSE.
WAS. H I N G T 0 N .

February 6, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU EIZENS.TAT
BOB LIPSHUTZ

RE:

OMB's ProposJ/EEO· Reorga·nization Plan
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In this memorandum we summarize recommendations submitted
by OMB for reorganizing e.qual employment opportunity laws
and programs, and agency comments on the recommendations .•
The recommendations themselves are elaborated in more detail
in a report attached to Jim :Mcintyre's memorandum, attached
at Tab A. Individual agen~y comments are compiled at Tab B.
We concur in each of OMB's recommendations, although,
as noted below, we would qualify or supplement some of them
in certain respects.
·
I.

THE CURRENT STRUCTURE

fift·een agencies today exercise important res pons ibi.li ties
under statutE!s, Executive Orders and re;gula tions relating
to equal employment opportunity:
The Equall: Employment Opportunity Commis•sion (EEOC}
enforces Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, which bans employment discrimination based
on race, national o.rl,gin, sex or reJi.igion. EEOC
. acts on individual complaints and al.so initiates
private sector cases involving a "pattern or
practice" of discrimination.
The Department of Labor and eleven other agencies
enforce Executive Order 11246, which proscribes
discrimination by government contractors and
requires them to engage in affirmative action.
Labor's role today i.s to coordinate the efforts
of the eleven "compliance agencies."
Labor also enforces the Equal Pay Act of 1963~
which pro hi bits employers from paying une.qual
wages based on sex, and the Age Discrimination
in Employment Act of 1967, which forbids age
discrimination against pers·ons between the ages
of 40 and 65.
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The Department of Justice litigates Title VII
"pattern or practice" cases involving public
sector employers -- state and local governments.
Jus,tice also represents the government where
lawsuits are required against racalcitrant Federal
contractors and grantees.
The Civil Service Commission (CSC) enforces Title
VII and all other nondiscrimination and affirmative action requirements for Federal employment.
CSC both rules on complaints filed by indi Vi·dUaJ:s
and monitors affirmative action plans submitted
by the other Federal agencies.
While not i tsel.f an agency, the Equal Employm·ent
Opportunity Coordinating Council -- comprised
of representatives from EEOC, Labor, Justice,
CSC and the Civil Rights Commission -- is charged
with coordinating the Federal EEO enforcement
effort, particularly avoiding ove,rlap and in.con~
sistent standard's.
In addition to the agenci~s identified, others
enforce various statutorily imposed EEO requirements applicable only to entities participating
in specified agency programs; e.g., Treasury
administers the anti-discrimination prohibitions
applicable to recipients of revenue shari.ng funds.
I I.

OMB 'S PROPOSAL

OMB recommends a series of consolidations and transfers·
with the goal of eventually giving EEOC primacy in the field
of EEO enforcement (see chart at Tab C). The plan will
result in reduc,ing from fifteen to three -- EEOC, Labor
and Justice. -- the number of Federal agencies having major
EEO responstbilities. Spe~c.ifically, OMB proposes:
Cons.olidation of the contract compliance program
-- now housed in Labor and eleven "compliance
agencies" -- into Labor effective October 1, 1978.
OMB further suggests that you commit to decide,
no later than January 1981, whether to shift the
consolidated Labor program to EEOC.

-~~
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Shifting enforcement of EEQ in the Federal government
from CSC to EEOC effective October 1, 1978.
Shifting responsibility for enforcing both the
Equal Pay Act and the Age Discrimination Act from
Labor to EEOC effective July 1, 1979.
Abolition of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Coordinating Council and transfer of its duties
to EEOC on July 1, 1978. Among other things,
EEOC would coordinate the statutory EEO efforts
of grantmaking agencies such as Treasury (revenue
sharing), but those agencies would retain their
present responsibilities.
No change in Justice's role.

III. RECOMMENDATIONS ON MAJOR ELEMENTS OF PLAN
We generally concur with OMB's basic proposal and most of
its details. Given EEOC's history, the decision to shift
increasing amounts of responsibility to that agency is
risky, but civil rights groups support this emphasis and
EEOC itself -- under Eleanor Norton's leadership -- appears
to be making progress. EEOC has established, and to date
adhered to~ an agenda for management improvement which
promises to make the agency a far more effective performer.
The agenda is· set out at Tab D. OMB recognizes the problems
and its idea of granting EEOC new responsibilities on a
phased basis is sensible.
While EEOC is considered by GAO to be an independent, nonExecutive agency, Justice and EEOC itself disagree. The
message wi.l.l contain a statement noting that EEOC is subject
to Executive discipline. For that reason it is possible
to transfer a number of Executive Branch functions to the
Commission, and EEOC can properly assume the principal role
for Executive Branch enforcement of EEO.
1.
Consolidation of Contract CompLiance Responsibility
at Labor (pages 20-22 of OMB Memo). The Department of
Labor now has responsibility but no real authority to coordinate
the efforts of the eleven "compliance agencies" administering
Executive Order 11246. OMB recommends consolidation of
enforcement, as well as coordination, responsibility in
Labor. Business (e.g., Equal Employment Advisory Council),
labor (AFL-CIO), and most civil rights groups concur.
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E·EOC and Justice suppor·t the consolidation.
e com
nee agencies which lose their responsibilities
(particularly HEW, Treasury, Energy, HUD and Interior) are
opposed, generally contending simply that they know "the.ir"
contractors and are better suited to deal with them. For
example, Treasury feels that Labor is accustomed to regulating
blue collar industries and will not be sensitive to the
peculiar needs of financial insti t·utions. The fac-t is,
however, that many of the compliance agencies have not enforced
the Executive Order effectively to date. HEW raises a narrower
point, arguing that the peculiarities of its several statutory
responsibilities mean that a transfer will result in more
duplication in the field of higher education. HEW's point
has some validity, but we believe that effecttve coordination
under EEOC's guidance can .resolve t'hese difficulties (see
pages 5-6 below).
·
We recommend that you approve the consolidation, as proposed
by OMB, effective October 1, 1978.
/Approve conso.Udatic>n
(we , OMB .recommend)

Disapprove

~

<::::7

2.
The Commitment to Decide by January 1981 Whether
to Shift the Consolidated Contract Com~liance
Program from
Labor to EEOC (pages 22-23 of OMB memo 7 • OMB proposes that
you commit to decide, no later than January 19e1, whether
to transfer the newly cons•olidated contract compliance
program from Labor to EEOC. Such a S·ta tement coul.d be
interpre~ted as a presumption that such a shift will occur.
Business groups, particularly the Business Roundtable,
oppose any commitment to shift contract compliance responsibility from Labor to EEOC. Th& AFL-CIO also opposes such
a statement. Civil rights groups are split on the issue
and tend to favor a commitment but generally do not see
this as a major concern.
Agency Comments: EEOC concurs with OMB that there be a
presumption in favor of a shift from Labor to EEOC tn 1981.
Labor and Justice. disagree. Labor believes that EEOC should
have the lead role in Federal EEO' enforcement but feels
it is premature to make a tentative judgment to exclude
all other agencies. Justice argues that any sign of prejudgment at this time would inevitably demoralize employees
at Labor and hamper the agency's performance of its new
responsibilities fbllowing consolidation.
'
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..,.,.,......,~·..L·.L·ave it is possible to inake a· neutral commitment
1ew 1 all. aspects o.f EEO enforcement by 1981 to determine
whet er fureher changes are desirable. such a statement
should emphasize that you will be reviewing Labor~s performance
as well as EEOC's ao that good work by EEOC would not necessarily
insure a transfer if Labor is also performing well. A neutral
commitment, which we· recommend, would avoid demoralizing
Labor and &hould encourage both Labor and EEOC to improve
performance. We strongly recommend against a statement now
that would imply a transfer in 1981. This will stir up
more opposition to the new Plan and will undercut the entire
purpose of deferring a decision until 1981.

. ~

-

/Neutral commitment to
review EEO enforcement by 1981
(We recommend)

Commitment
No
commitment
weighted
toward transfer
from Labor to E·EOC
~
( OMB. recommends )
""'-..../

Transfer of Authority to Ensure Equal Employment
0 ortunit for Federal Em lo ees from CSC to EEOC (pages
1 -1 of OMB memo • OMB recommends that the reorganization
plan traa·sfer the responsibility to enforce equal em•ployment
opportunity vis-a-vis Federal employees-from CSC to EEOC
on October 1~ 1978.
CSC's record in the EEO area is poor. Removirtg EEO
res·ponsibility from esc is a critical issue among civil
rights groups, though they acknowledge that the new commissioners you have appointed are genuinely committed to
zealous EEO enforcement at esc. OMB also contends t.hat
it is inappropriate for the Federal government to subject
itself to a different EEO enforceme·nt authority than private
employers must face.

esc oppos·es the transfer on the ground that an employee
could challenge a disciplinary action on either performance
grounds through esc or on grounds of discrimination th~ough
EEOC, or both. Suchdual jurisdiction will run counter
to a prime goal of the civil service reftirm program -- to
streamline the dis·ci plihary process. The need to cope with
two appellate systems could tend to discourage managers
from disciplining employees, and the existence of the two
systems could encourage employees to "forum shop" for the
mo.s.t favorable tribunal.
The problem raised by esc is serious, but it can be
resolved. esc, EEOC, and OMB are already working to identify the .areas in which the two sets of procedures should
be made parallel or consolidated. The work completed to
date has shown that:
The C'SC (o.r its succes:sor, the OPM) can require
agencies to use their existing authority (several
do not) t·o give immediate effect to a disciplinary
decision .like removal or demotion; this st.ep will
largely eliminate a di.sciplined employee's incent.i ve
to duplicate or to delay appeal proceedings.
':\S:>
·:··..
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Deadlines for filing challenges to disciplinary
actions under both the civil service and the
civil rights systems can be made identical.
•

Opportunities exist for consol.idat.ing investigative
and adjudicative prodecures under the two systems,
but the precise extent and nature of such arrangements cannot be fixed until after the civil rights
and civil service reorganization plans are approved,
and until the exact nature of the disciplinary
procedures to be created through the civil service
r.eform legislation is established.

We recommend that in your message to Congres·s accompanying
the plan~ you underscore your commitment to assuring that
this cooperative effort succeeds. After the EEO and ciyil
service reorganization plans take effect, you should send
a detailed directive to the conc.erned agencies, requiring
that they consolidate their procedures to the maximum
feasible extent.
If these steps are taken~ the net·result of both reorganizat.ions ca·n be a disciplinary system which not only
satisfies the concerns of civil rights groups for EEOC
authority, but is signif'ica:ntly more streamlined than the
current process.
Agency comments: EEOC concurs with the proposed transfer,
as do HUD, Agriculture, Labor, ·Commerce and EPA. It is
opposed by CSC, Defense, Interior, State and VA.
We recommend that you approve transfer of Federal EEO responsibility from CSC to EEOC effective. October 1, 1978,
but that you also take the steps proposed above to minimize
the possibility of conflict with civil service reorganization.

~ Approve wi t.h
directive to
mi.nimiz·e conflict
{We recommend)

Approve
with no
condi ti.ons

Disapprove.

Transfer of Res onsibilit for Enforcin E ual
Pa and A e Discrimination Acts from Labor to EEOC pages
12-1 of OMB memo • OMB proposes that EEOC take over Labor's
Equal Pay and Age Di.scrimination responsibilities on July 1.,
1979. This proposal--particularly as it relates to Equal
Pay--initially generated some controversy but has now
been largely resolved •

. .%~'· .
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It is generally agreed that Labor has done a good jo·b
in administering the Equal Pay Act, and many women's groups
were skeptical about shifting responsibility to EEOC. Those
groups have since ·met with Eleanor Norton, however, and
are satisfied with her commitment to enforce Equal Pay.
In addition to mos.t women's groups, the transfer is
supported by civil rights organizations, the UAW and Justice.
It is opposed by the AFL-CIO and the Coalition of Labor
Union Women.
Agency Comments: EEOC and Justice support the Equal Pay
t·ra-nsfer. Labor is opposed, citing its good e.nforcement
record and noting an administrative problem: Equal Pay
i.s part of a broader statute which will continue to be
adminis'te·red by Labor (Fair Labor Standards Act, L e .• ,
minimum wage), so there could be problems of coordination.
We do not believ·e these problems will be serious.
We 'believe that the Equal Pay transf.er presents a close
question. Because most women's groups now favor it--and
be~cause a failure. to shift would impair the integrity of
the Plan--we recommend that you approve OMB's proposal to
shift Equal Pay responsibility to. EEOC effective. July 1,
1979. (Labor recommends that you defer a decision until
that date. The p•roblem with Labor's suggestion is that,
unlike contrac·t compliance responsibility--which could be
shifted by Executive Order--the Equal Pay trans'fer must
be made by Reorganization Plan, and only a finite
number of plans can be presented to the· Hill.. Moreover,
a deferral would simply postpone a decision with no real
gain.)

v

Approve Equal Pay
transfer eff.ecti v·e
JUly 1, 1979 (We,
OMB recommend)

Defer decision
- - - - (Labor recommends)

~

We also S 1Upport the shift of Age Discrimination enforcement from Labor to EEOC. The tra:a·sfer is backed by most
group's repres·enting the aging, as well as by mos·t other
civil rights groups, the UAW and Justice.. Labor and the
AFL-CIO are opposed.

/

.-\~F-~~::'

Approve Age transfer
effective July 1., 1979
(We, OMB recommend)

Disapprove

.....

·- J'''f
.. _,.
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5. Abolition of Equal Employm.ent Opportunity Coordinating
Council and Its Re lacement b EEOC (pages lB-20 of OMB
memo • The Coordinating Council--comprised of representatives
of EEOC, Labor, Justice, CSC and the Civil Rights Commission-was created by the, 1972 amendments to Title VII. It has
not effectively addressed most i.ssues.
OMB proposes that the Council be abol.ished and its
authority transferred to EEOC effective July 1, 1978. This
shift is probably the most significant symbolic element
of the Plan, as it s.ignals EEOC's leadership in the area
of EEO enforcement. For that symbolic reason, as well as
the necessity of correc.ting the Council's shortcomings,
this shift is supported by the principal civil rights and
women's organizati.ons. An organizat.ion of small businessmen
also .sl:lpport the proposal, but major business or.ganizations _
oppose it. The Business Roundtable, for example, is worried
about EEOC's objectivity and wants its views balanced by
other agencies.
Agency Comments: EEOC concurs with OMB's recommendation.
T e Attorney General agrees that the Council needs reform
but is concerned about possible unilateral action by EEOC.
Justice argues that many important policy issues in the
EEO field are legal questions and does not want EEOC to
assume the Attorney General's role as legal adviser to the
government. Justice suggests that the Council be retained
but that the Chair of EEOC be designated to chair the Council,
that it operate by majority vote, and that a repres.entative
of OMB be added to the Council to provide EOP perspective.
We agree with OMB's recommendation, but we believe
that three basic principles which would be embodied i.n an
Executive Order should be made clear now: (1) a requirement
that EEOC, as successor to the Coordinating Council., consult
w.i th other agencies and with OMB before taking action which
would affect them.; ( 2) a procedure for rev lew of disputed
issue·s, most logically by OMB; and (3) preservation of t'he
Attorney General's role as legal adviser.

,/ Approve
----abolition
with above
principles to
be in E.O.
(We, OMB recommend)

.. ,

____Disapprove

:, I ,'

' ,

I~•.•• :,::·.,! /.'>... l(l•
·. . . ·. J··'T
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6. · CbnOurrent "P~ttern or Practice~ Authority for
Justice in the Private Sector (pages 23-24 o.f OMB memo).
From 1965 to 1972 Justice was the only Federal agency with
authority to prosecute Title VII cases involving a "pattern
or practice" of discrimination. From 1972 to 1974 EEOC
and Justice shared this responsibility in the private sector.
Since 1974 EEOC has had exclusive jurisdiction to bring
"pattern or prac.tiee" cases in the private sec.tor, while
Justice has retained public sector ·"pattern or practice"
authority (i.e., suits against state or local governments).
The Attorney G•eneral recommends that Justice once more
be given authority, c.oncurrent with EEOC, to litigate
"pattern or practice" cases in the private sector. Such
a grant of authorl ty to Justice would not diminish E·EOC' s
power; it would simply permit Justice's resources and
expertts·e to be added to the enforcement effort in the
private sector.
We believe that according concurrent private sector
"pattern or practice" jurisdiction to Justi.c.e would be a
plus for enforcement of Title VII--but only if Justice
devotes sufficient resources to assure that the new authority
did not dim·inish use of its existing authority in the public
sector, an assurance which is uncertain. Most civil rights
groups and bla·ck Congressmen oppose giving Justice concurrent
authority for private s.ector "'pattern or practice" enforcement~ though with varying degree of emphasis.
(Many of
the groups took this position when Title VII was amended
in 1972.) In part~ they appear concern~d about the poss.ible
d.i version of re;sources from public sector enforcement, as
well as the possibility of creating duplication in a plan
assigned to streamline civil rights enforcementJ in part
they appear motivated by symbolic attachment to EEOC as
an agency for which they are the predominant constituency.
The question is a close one. Because of the views
of the major constituency favoring pas.sage of the Plat). and
loo:king to it to secure better ci.vil rights enforcement,
and because concurrent j'urisdiction might lead to more complex
enforcement procedures than now exist, we recommend that
the Attorney General should not be given authority, concurrent with ·EEOC, to prosecute Title VII "pattern or practice"
cases in the private sector. Justice would retain its
"pattern or practice" jurisdiction with respect to the
public sector.

V

Disapprove granting Atto·rney
General concurrent authority
(We, OMB recommend)

____Approve

·.:;:';:.

10

{.· L::·_. ··~ -(~,~if~·.

IV.

OTHER

~·

OMB has agreed that one minor item not in its present
proposal should be included in the Plan~ a provision
supported by the Attorney General clarifying Justice's
"pattern or practice" authority in the public s·ector. We
recommend t~t this item be incorporated i.n ·the Plan.

---=V;._~AApprove

Disapprove·

~

(We, OMB recommend)

V.

LEGISLATION

(pages 25-26 of OMB memo)

d

OMB.recommends that no new civil rights legislation be
proposed at this time, but that your mes.sage forwarding
the Reorganization Plan to the Hill announce that a comprehensive civil rights package is forthcoming (probably in
about a year). OMB also suggests including in that commitment a list of items which will be considered as part of
the legislative .pac:kage, ~' cease and desist aut:ho·rity
for EEOC. In OM'B·' s vie.w, the need for additional equal
.employment legislation is high on the agenda of civil rights
groups, and some mention of a future legislative ini.t.iative
is expected.
We strongly do not believe that it makes sense to make any
legislative commitment at thi.s time. Many of the item·s
mentioned by OMB would be controversial and would endanger
passage of the Plan itself. Such an announcement would
also create unrealistic expectations and subsequent pressure
to produce a legislative package at an early date~ with
few compensati.ng benefits. Work is quietly being done on
such a substant.i ve pac,kage. Now is not the time to sur·face
th.is matt_e__r/.·
~· Do not make
---legislative

announcement ______(We recommend)
~

VI.

SIGNING CEREMONY

Make announcement
(OMB recommends)

2

OMB recommends a signing ceremony--bringing together civil
rights groups, business and labor-~when you send the plan
to Congress. We concur. We would emphasize, however, that
the event should be cast not simply as an implementation
of your civil ·rights commitment, but also of your commitment
to streamline government, reduce duplication, and eliminate
unnecessary regulatory burdens.

L/7 Approve
signing
ceremony
(We, OMB recommend)

·.•.

____Di.sa,pprove

~

.

.

OMB'S PROPOSAL
RE EEO REORGANIZATION

Equal Employment Opportunity
Coordinating Council abolished;
replaced by EEOC (no positions
or funds shifted).

July 1, 1978

Responsibility for EEO in
Federal government transferred
from CSC to EEOC (100 positions;
$6.5 million).

October 1, 1978

Responsibility for enforcing
provisions of Executive Order
11246 against Federal contractors
transferre.d from eleven compliance
agencies and consolidated at Labor
(157 positions; $33.1 million).

October 1, 1978

Responsibility for enforcing
Equal Pay Act transferred from
Labor to EEOC (198 positions;
$5.3 million). Responsibility
for enforcing Age Discrimination
in Employment Act transferred
from Labor to EEOC (119 positions;
$3.5 million).

July 1, 1979

.....,..·• .. ;.,; ..
•
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EEOC MANAGEMENT REFORM PLAN
. ',

~ :_ .. ·

.

TARGET DATE
1.

··.

·.·

REFORM

4th Quarter FY 1977

:-;

4th Quarter FY 1:977

.

GOAL

RESULT

Design new management and .
fielC:l struct;ar.~ ~ and c:t).arge
;Ln:take .and processing p~o~
ced:ur~s
.. .
.

Met

!mplemetit new management
stru~ture; . establish single
ilne •. of.. communica t.±Oii. with

Met

:

2.

.,._ ·,

~-

..

~-·

.

~ield
~tiacture
.
..
'.
-,
.

3.

4th Quarter FY 1977

,··

..

Beg.in implemehtation of new
field structure·; establish
3 'model .offices. :. . ·aaitimore'
Chj.cago, and bai las . ·. . .
.'··:·

.

_··.

'·

'·.

.

l

Met

·. ··· ..

4.

4th Quarter
FY 1977

-

lrnplement.new-'inta~e ar1d
_cbarge processing procedures
in model offices ·

Met

5.

1st Quarter
FY 1978

-

Expand

Met

6..

7.

2nd Quarter
FY 1978
2nd~3rd

Quarters
FY 1978
8.

2nd-3rd
Quarters
FY 1978

new.intake'procedures

11,~ati.6nwide.
...

;.-

...

:Establish new systemic units
in model
offices ;·_:
·
..

·,

...

Close Dallas arid Chicago
Regiona.l and Dis·trict
Offices and make.model
office.s · perma~ent

-

Establish. new District Offices
in New York, Philade.+phia,
. Memphis
·

-

·To be completed
To be completed

To be completed

.' '.·...

9.

4th Quarter
FY 1978

-

Complete establishment
of new field structure

10.

4th Quarter
FY 1978

-

Prov:i.d~ fndepth.training
to all EEOC employees

To be completed
As of January
1978, 759
.·.·employees completed one week
overview course;
remainder to be
completed

I'·

...........--....:.....c.--':.-:........:.~..:-. .":...: .. :~--!'~-------.:·---~---~,,_.,.,._-~.,.,_6 ....""'-"~~--~· ............--"-'-'-

.~---,....---'--" -·.;. _..
~ ~

..

:.

. -~-
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EEOC MANAGEMENT REFORM PLAN (CONTINUED)
TARGET DATE

REFORM GOAL

~

2
RESULT

.r

j

11.

12..

4th Quarter
FY 1978
.

.;..-:. _/

.

.

1st Quarter FY 1979

Recruit. and hire 732' new
staff (if authorized by
. Congress}

To be completed
..._.,._.

··~--,--~---

..

----:- -- .

Implement Rap;ld Chet;rge · .
Process:l.rig System in
all remaining new District
offices.

To be compieteli

To be completed

131.

ls.t Quarter FY 1979

Establish Au.tomated Charge.
Inventory System

14.

4th Quarter FY 1979

Eliminate charge backlog
in· Chicago and Dalla-s model

··-·.-·

1

,

-offices --· ---- -

,_ ~

i

three
In first
'
months
backlog.
reduced by more
than 15'% ....
remainder to
be completed

15.

4th Quarter FY 1980 .

Eliminate charge backlog
in all but three area offices

To be completed

·16 •

4.th Quarter FY 1981

Eliminate backlog in last
three area offices

To be completed

-~

..

'

---

,.

.

~-:

·_i

.i

..

I
I.

!

I

.')

v

j

\

_)

REORGANIZATION OF EQUAL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
I.
-~

INTRODUCTION

:.

This report deals with programs designed to eliminate employment discrimination. It considers (1) the agencies and programs involvedf (2) the deficienc·ie.s in the organization of
present programs and laws1 (3) the principal alternative
courses of action1 (4) steps that can be taken to reo~ganize
the programs and laws pursuant to the reorganization authority or by Executive orderJ and. (5) legislative options.•
In considering the problems'in this area~ the Task Force
reviewed existing studies, r.eports, and articles about civil
right·s enforcement. At our request., the Commission on
Civil Rights updated its 1975 report, The Federal C.ivil Rights
Enforcement Effort, To Eliminate Em lo ent Discrimination.
Opt1on papers d·1scuss 'ng all the major alternatives for
reorganization of the equal employment opportunity agencies
were circulated to hundreds of individuals and groups.
Nearly 200 responses were received and analyzed. Personal
interviews were held with over 1.00 individuals. Members of
the Task Force consulted many interested groups, including
representatives of the various Federal agencies with
responsibilities in this f.ield. A. draft of this memorandum
was sent to Cabinet members for comment. Their responses
are reflec.ted in this d'ocument.
The Agencies and· Programs Involved*
The Federal Government has been involved directly in
combatting employment discrimination since 1940, when
President Roosevelt promulgated.the first Executive order
prohibiting discr.imination by government agencies. But
especially in the past 14 years, Congress and tbe Executive
Branch have created a number of d:ifferent agencies and
programs to attack the problem of discrimination in·employment. Four agencies administeringeight statutes or
Executive orders are of major importance.

* Appendix

A provides a more detailed description of the
duties and activities of these agencies •

..w~·.
~:-

..

.. ·...

.

·:::" ·.·
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1. The Equal Employment OpportunityCommission (EEOC)
was established by Title VII of the civil Rights Act of
1964 to enforce a broad statutory prohibition against discrimination in employment on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex or national origin. The EEOC investigates
charges of di·scrimination and attempts to resolve by
concilia·tion those in which dis.crimination appears to have
occurred'. Where conciliation fails, the EEOC may bring suit
against private employers or unions. The EEOC gained the
authority to litigate in 1972; prior to that time its .
efforts were limited to entering into conciliation agreements. The agency was authorized 2.,584 positions for fiscal·
year 1978.
2. The Department of Labor carries out maj.or equal
employment responsibilities through its Of.fice of· Federal
Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) and the Wageand.Hour
Division of the Employment Standards Administration.
OFCCP has responsibility for enforcement of Executive
Orders 11246 and 11375,which prohibit discrimination i-n
employment and require affirmative action by government
contractors on the basis of race, color, religion, national
origin,or sex.
The contract program actually is administered by 11
other .Cabinet departments and agencies, the so-called
"compliance agencies." The compliance agencies monitor
the equal employment compliance of government contractors
in designated industrial classifications by conducting preaward ·surveys, reviews of affirmative action plans,
complaint and routine investiga.tions, and administrative
ac.tions to ensure compliance. OFCCP prescribes the
standards and procedures to be followed by compliance
agencies and audits their performance. OFCCP also .is
responsible for enforcement of statutes requiring govern-·
ment contractors to take affirmative action to employ and
advance qualified handicapped individuals, disabled veterans
and veterans of the Vietnam·era.
Contractors who fail to comply with any of these requirements may be debarred from bidding on future contracts. In
the 13 years since the Executive order wa·s issued, 16 contractors have been debarred.
In fiscal year 1978, OFCCP had 216 authorized positions· and
the contract compliance agencies had 1,571.
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Labor's Wage and Hour Division administers the Equal Pay
Act of 19·63 (EPA) and the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1967 (ADEA). The EPA prohibits employers subject to
the Fair Labor Standards Act from paying unequal wages to men
and women doing essentially the same work. The ADEA created
a broad prohibition, similar to that in Title VII, against
discrimination on the basis of age, but only protects those
be,tween the ages of 40 and 65. In fiscal year 1978, the
Department of Labor invested ·some 317 person-years in the
enforcement of these programs.
3. The Department of Justice is.responsible for litigation against State and local government:s under Ti·tle VII. ·
The Department also represents the Secretary of Labor in
lawsuits to enforce the prohibitions against discrimination
by government contractors. The Attorney General, in
addition, is authorized to file suit in "pattern or practice"
cases under several other statutes prohibiting discrimination
in Federal grant programs.
4. The Civil ServiceConunission (CSC) is responsible
for enf·orcing all nondiscrimination and affirmative ac.tion
requirements in Federal employment. The Conunission has
established a system for investigation, conciliation and
formal hearings on complaints of discrimination. Each
agency annually submits to the Civil Service Commission
an affirmative action program.
In addition to these four major agencies at least 14
other agencie·s enforce over 30 nondiscrimination and/or
affirmative action requirements which are applicable only
to the employment practices of organizations and entities
which participate in specific agency programs. The State
and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (Revenue Sharing),
for example, prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, national origin, and handicap or ~ge,
and is enforced by the Dep(lrtment of the\ Treasury.
II.
A.

THE PROBLEM

Overlap and Duplication

Many of the statutes and Executive orde·rs dealing with
employment discrimination overlap each other, cover the
same employers and protect the same individuals. Most
government contractors, for example, are subject to the

4

jurisdiction of both the EEOC (under Title VII) and the Office
of Contract compliance Programs in Labor. In sex discrimination cases, they may be covered by the Wage and Hour Division
in Labor as well. The Wage and Hour Division also would
review the employers to determine the existence of age
discrimination. Furthermore, if the employers are recipients
of Federal assistance, they will be subject to the equal employment requirements of the funding agencies~ This kind of overlap
has created frustration and confusion. The classes the laws
were designed to protect have difficulty deciding which agency to
turn to with a particular complaint or what procedures to use to
file a complaint.. The employers regulated must deal with a large
number of Federal agencies, some of which have different standards,
rules,and procedures.
While several attempts to coordinate Federal.equal employment programs have been made, they have had limited success.
An Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council, consisting
of the Secretary of Labor, the At.torney General, and the
Chairpersons o.f the EEOC, the Civil -Service Commission and the
Commission on Civi.l Rights was established to eliminate "conflict,
competition, duplication and inconsistency," but has had little
effect.
B.

Accountability and Allocation of Resources

There presently is no single ag.ency which is responsible
for ens·uring the consistency and effectiveness of the government's
equal employment opportunity programs. As a result, there is no
focal point for securing information about the various requirements imposed by government or for identifying problems Which
require corrective actions. There is, .moreover, no central planning of investigative and enforcement efforts. This has led to
instances in which government resources have.been used in a
nonJ?rod.uctive :.1anner.
C.

Conflicts of Interest

In some cases, agencies are. expected to balance conf.licting
responsibilities. Forced to choose between not letting a contract
becau·se no bidder has an acceptable affirmative action program and
letting it despite the equal employment deficiency, a contracting
agency will generally choose the latter. The Civil Service
Commission is expected to be lawmaker, prosecutor, jadge and
jury on employment di.scrimina·tion in the Federal workforce.
Organizational deficiencies like these inevitably lead toward
less rigorous compliance.

5

D.

Poor Management, Lack of Leadership,,and Inadequate
Resources
I

The lack of leadership and commitment by top officials has
compounded these problems. It also has resulted in inadequate
resources, poor management, rapid turnover of personnel, and
many positions left unfilled for extended periods.

Not all of these problems can be so.lved by propos';ing. a
reorganization plan or modifying-Executive orders. For some,
statutory change would be required. The reorganizatiop plan
we suggest, however, would substantially improve the current
situation while avoiding the d~lay and uncertainty inherent in
the normal legislative process.

III.

ALTERNATIVE COURSES OF ACTION

The time is propitious for change. The principal programs involved are now headed by outstanding appointees.
They are committed to strong civil rights enforcement and
will support well-designed reform. Significant steps already
have been taken within some of the agencies. Most noteworthy are the wide ranging reforms of policies and procedures
initiated at the EEOC under Chair Eleanor Holmes Norton. At
the Department of Labor, Secretary Ray Marshall, Assistant
Secretary Donald Elisburg, and OFCCP Director Weldon
Rougeau are intensively studying deficiencies in the
contract compliance program. Civil Service Commissioners
Alan Campbell, Jule Sugarman and Ersa Poston are charting
ways to ensure that the Federa·l Government truly becomes
an equal opportunity employer. The Civil Rights Division
of the Department of Justice, under Assistant Attorney
General Drew Days, has continued its capable administra.tion
of its responsibilities in the equal employment area.
But in spite of improvements in particular programs,
major problems remain. .The recommendations which follow
a·ttempt to resolve as many of them a.s now seems feasible.
A.

Criteria

Before considering options for reorgan1.z1.ng the equal
employment programs, we developed five criteria against
which·those options would be measured:
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1. Efficiency. Will the option result in efficient use
of resources and produce better administration and enforcement.?
·
2. Reducing Burdens. Will the option reduce burdens
on the regulated? Where compliance is unnecessarily
burdensome, hostility, antagonism1 and noncompliance result.
_ 3 •.. Uniformity. Will the option promote uniformit}" in
standards of compliance, according individuals similarly
situated the same ri.ghts, and comparable organizat·ions
the same responsibilities?
4. Consis·tency with Organizational Mission.. Will the
option avoid assigning to any organi.zation responsibilities
inconsistent with its· basic values or skills? Responsibilities at odds with the dominant traditions and values of
an organization a·re unlikely to be. fully carried out.
5. Continued, Feasible Progress. Where a goal cannot
be achieved immediately, does the option accomplish all
that is feasible and provide a basis for further progress?
B.

Principal Recommendations

There are two major issues concerning equal employment
opportunity reorganization:
(1) To ,what degree should
enforcement functions be cons.olidated; and (2) Where should
consolidated functions. be placed?
1.

Degree of Consolidation

Four main approaches to consolidation are possible:
no reorganization; limited structural change; full consolidation; and incremental movement toward full consolidation.
The potential of each approach for ameliora.ting the maj!or
problems in equal employment enforcement is analyzed below.
No Reorganization. That this alternative has
some merit is evide.nced by the reforms now being separately
developed in the various equa·l employment enforcement
agencies. But past experience has· demonstrated that each
agency views its own responsibilities as autonomous and
will operate its prog.rams in a manner it believes will
maximize their success. No agency has the authority to
require other agencies to take steps necessary to ensure
the achievement of a government-wide goal, such as adopting
uniform investigative procedures or reducing duplicative
paperwork requirements·.
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Limited Structural Change. This alter.native
maintains the current diversified enforcement approach by making
limited structural changes, e.g., consolidating the
contract compliance program in Labor and transferring
authority to enforce equal employment opportunity for
Federal employees to. the EEOC. It is ba·sed on the view
that compe,ti tion among agencies is heal thy even if· some
duplication results, and that extensive changes are risky
and disruptive. It is favored by some who fear that fuller
consolidation presents an easier target for efforts to
restrict enforcement programs through budget cuts or
curtailment of powers.
But partial consolidation cannot resolve a number
of problems: the lack of central planning, uniform.standards
and sanctions, and standardized reporting. requirements: the
absence of a sing.le point for complainants·: and inefficient
utilization of resources. Furthermore, equal, employment
enforcement in some cases would continue to have secondary
priority in agencies responsible for it.
Full Consolidation. The merger of all equal
employment enforcement activities into one agency, if
effectively implemented, would reduce many of the serious
def.iciencies. It would promo.te be·tter utilizat·ion o.f resources, more consistent standards for compliance,
coordinated investigations, and faster resolutions. It
would produce one ag·ency accountable for results. Complainants would have one contact point.
An immediate move to full consolida.tion, however,
would have its price. The movement of personnel and the ·
incorporation of programs into a single agency most
certainly would involve an extended period of inefficiency
and confusion. Current manag.ement problems in the likely
rec.ipient agencies compound the problem. EEOC and OFCCP
both now embody internal weaknesses whose correction will
prove complex and time-consuming.
Incremental Movement Toward a Single Agency. This
alternative has the advantages associated with full consolidation, but avoids the disadvantages by moving a piece at a
time.. Some moves are made almost immediately: some are
deferred to times now specified: and still o-thers are madecontingent on future developments.
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The major disadvantage of such a course is that
uncertainties concerning future transfers may produce
competition and conflict.
Recommendation Concerning Consolidation.. The
Task Force recommends incremental movement toward a single
agency. This course promises realizable progress toward
a strong and efficient equal employment enforcement program. By conditioning some of the proposed steps on
improved agency performance, incentives to develop well~
run and effective programs can be established for receiving
agencies. In addition, OMB c•an play an important role in
the implementation process· by monitoring affected programs
to ensure an orderly and effective trans_fer of functions.
2.

Placement of Consolidated Functions

Ass1:1ming that the recommendation to e.ffect incremental
movement of equal employment enforcement to a single agency is
adopted, the next major issue concerns the recipient of these
functions. The four alternatives considered by the Task
Force were the EEOC, the Department of Justice,. the D.epartment of Labor, and a new agency.
Consolidation .:j.nto the EEOC. This choice would
place equal employment· enforcement in.to the only existing
agency whose main mission is.combatting employment dj,scr;i.minAtion. Its size, experience and scope of activities are
all consistent with undertaking such a role.
The EEOC, however because of past management
problems and lack of support has been viewed as ineffective.
Since ~9 65, . the Commis-sion has had seven chairpersons, nine
execut~ve d~rectors and three acting executive directors.
Complaints concerning poorly trained staff have been widespread. Despite a rapidly growing caseload, the EEOC's
staff~ng ~as remained the same for the last three years,
contr~but~ng to lengthy processing times and a large backlog of complaints.
Consolidation into Justice. The Department of
Justice is the ag.ency with the greatest l.i tigation experience
and success, and is viewed by the business community as
competent and fair. The stature of the Attorney General
as chie-f law enforcement officer would lend considerable
prestige to equal employment enforcement. Justice, moreover,
currently has authority for coordinating various service related
equal.opportunity provisions administered by the grant-making
agenc~es.
If equal employment matters also were housed in
Justice, the Department would be able to relate discrimination in employment to discrimination in the delivery of
Federal assistance.
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On the other hand, Justice has limited experience
in administering regulatory requirements and no capacity
to administer a large complaints program. Consolidation
in Justice would invo.l ve the Department in activities that
have little to do with its traditional litigative role.
Its record in coordinating Title VI, moreover, ha-s been
less impressive than its Title VII litigation record. The
Department, in addition, has had· the reputation among
.
women and minorities of being too cautious and conservat1ve
in equal employment enforcement.
Con~aol.i,dation ;tnto Labor.
This alternative would
place equal employment enforcement in a. ma.jor Cab;i.net a,gencywith experience in equal employment matter~. The pec;reta,ry
of Labor would have more contact w;tth the Pres;tdent a,nd other
Cabinet o.fficers than the head o~ a regulatory agency,. and
better opportunities to integrate equal employment con~ider~
ations into major policy ;i;ssues, In add.i,tion, Labor would
be in a positi.on to relate equal employment enforcement to
the various trainiJ::1g programs ;t.t adro;i.nisters,

Placement of equal employment enfo.rcement .in
Labor, however, would be opposed by tho.se who view the
agency as too closely allied with organized labor. Furthermore, equal employment activities would be insignificant
when compared to the many major .programs presently adminis-tered
by the Department and would be likely, therefo-re, to receive
low priority. :En addition, -the Department's equal employment track record has been mixed. For example, although
the Equal Pay Act program has been relatively succes·sful,
the adminis-tration of the contract compliance program has
been seriously deficient.
Conso.lidation into a New Agency. A new agency
would symbolize a renewed Fede-ral commitment to equal employment opportunity. It would start with a fre-sh .reputation,
enabling_it to attract well-qualified talent, and would
have all the advantages o.f a sing.le mis.sion equal employment enforcement agency.
This approach., however, would incur the opposition
of civil rights groups committed to preserving the EEO.C.
'The magnitude of s.tart-up problems for a new agency would
· have a prolonged and disruptive effect on enforcement
ope-rations. Finally, the new agency probably would
inherit much o.f the staff of the existing agencies and

::
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many of their problems, including complaint backlogs. The
likely result would be the EEOC with a new name and a startup period of diminished effectiveness.
Recommendation on Placement. We recommend that
the .EEOC become the ultimate locus o·f equal employment enforcement programs. Although the agency ha·s suffered from
image and management problems, such occurrences are not
uncommon to a young agency administering a highly controversial and complex program. And, more. important, the EEOC
has initiated a major internal reform program which is
likely to improve its performance quite sharply and already
has generated substantial progress.
One of the agency's longstanding problems, for example,
has been parallel and often conflicting lines o.f authority
from headquarters to the field operations. A streamlined
field structure consisting of 22 district and 46 area
offices has now been developed which aboli.shes a nonproductive layer of regional offices and merges litigation
centers into the district offices.
To improve staff performance, a new training program
has been inaugurated. As of January 20, 1978, 759 EEOC
employees and 132 employees of s.tate and loca:l agencies
have completed a one-week overview session. The entire
training program will be completed by September,l978.

A new charge intake process has been introduced to
screen out frivolous and nonjurisdictional charges previously
accepted by the agency. Pre-charge counseling sessions
conducted by professional intake o.ffice.rs have replaced a
system operated largely by clerical staff. This process
accounted for a 30 percent reduction in the number of
charges filed in three model offices established to test the
nE;!w procedures. On December 1, 1977, it was implemented ag.ency-

WJ.de.

In order to reduce leng.thy processing. times, a Rapid
Charge Processing System is being tested in the model
offices. This system utilizes early employee-employer,
face-to-face fact-finding conferences to clarify issues and
to seek prompt settlements. Negotiated settlements represented 31 percent of reported closures in the model
offices compared to 9 percent in these same offices last
year.
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The EEOC plans to establish separate units in each of the
new district offices to process approximately 100,000
charges that are now backlogged. Complaint files will be
grouped by employer and those with the largest number of
charges will be reviewed first. Employers will be
encouraged to accept no-fault settlements. Backlog units
already in operation have worked well.
The EEOC recognizes that the resolution of individual
complaints will not eliminate patterns of discrimination·
It, therefore, has·established an Office of Systemic Pro:grams in headquarters .to address inst·itutional practices
and procedure;s that produce discriminatory results.
Many problems remain to be solved. For example,
implementation of the new field reorganization will inyolve
a major recruiting effort and the resolution of employee
and union concerns resulting from these massive changes.
To assure the movement toward re.form continues, OMB' s
management staff will conduc·t an independent as.sessment
o:!: the ag·ency and, where appropriate, of;eer sugges·t;i;ons
for improvement. :rn addit.i;.on, OMB will monitor ;i.mplementa-:tion of the various EEOC reforms to ensure that timetables
are adhered to and periodic evaluations of new systems and
procedures are conduc,ted. (Appendix· B provides a more
de.tailed description of some of the more significant problems faced by the agency and the reform measures implemented
and proposed to da:te.) On the basis of prog.ress so far and
the plans for further reform, we believe the EEOC will be
fully capable of discharging the additional responsibilities
we propose to a's·sign gradually to it.
A separate question about the EEOC is ra;i.sed by d;i.~Sagreement
among the General Accounting Office (GAO), and the Departl'l}ent
of Justic.e and OMB concerning its status. GAO regards the EEOC
as an independent regulatory agency. If the EEOC were so ;ln
fact, it is questionable whether it would be a suitable veh;i.cle
for the responsibilities we propose for it since. the effect
would be to remove equal employment enforcement policy from
Executive direction. But Jus·tice, OMB, and EEOC itself consider
the. EEOC an Executive .Branch agency, and we are confident that,
if tested, this position would preva·il.
DECISION ON THE PRINCIPLES
Approve Phased Consolidation into the EEOC
Disapprove
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IV.·

COMPONENTS OF THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT REORGANIZATION PLAN

In order to support the movemen~ to a single ~gency,
each program was analyzed to d7term1ne th7 approx1mate
timing for transfer. In some 1nstances, 1t was nec;:e~sc;try
to leave the final decision open to allow you flex1b1l1.ty
on timing and to provide an opportuni~y to gather more
information on which to base your dec1sion. The course of
action we recommend to you involves two 1ltajor aspects:
0

o

A.

Responsibility for enforcing the Equal Pay Act
and the Ag,e Discrimination in Employment Act,
and the authority to ensure equal employment
opportunity for Federal employees would be
transferred to the EEOC. Responsibility to .
coordinate equal employment programs that res1de
in agenciea other than the EEOC.also would be
assigned to. the EEOC, and the Equal Employment ...
Opportunity Coordinating Council would be disbanded.
All contract compliance activities initially would
be centralized in the Department of Labm:.

Merger ·Of Program Responsibilities into the EEOC

We propose to move four authorities into the EEOC from
other agencies on specified future dates.
1.

Transfer Equal Pay autho·rity to the EEOC on July 1, 1979

The Equal Pay Act and Title VII are essentially
duplicative. While Title VII covers a broader range of
discriminatory employment practices based on sex, virtually
any violation of the Equal Pay Act is also a vio.lation of
Title VII. Transfer of the enforcement of the Act to the EEOC,
therefore, would minimize overlap, permit better allocation of
resources in investigations and enforcement,and centralize
Federal enforcement of the absolute statutory prohibitions
against sex discrimination in employment. The EEOC, moreover,
would be provided with importan.t additional enforcement powers
to strengthen its efforts against sex discrimination in
employment. For example, it would be able to conduct selfinitiated investiga.tions without a Commissioner having to file
a sworn charge against an employer, and to file suit in Federal
court on equal pay matters without first being required to
engage in prolonged negotiations.
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Enforcing the Equal Pay_ Act would . not impose
an unmanageable burden on the EEOC. The EEOC has handled
wage discrimination problems as part of its Title VII
jurisdiction and has expertise in this area.
To ensure that there is no diminution of effort to
end equal pay offenses the EEOC would administer the Equal
Pay Act as a separate program and not commingle personnel
assigned equal pay responsibilities with other EEOC
employees.
In addition, the EEOC would be able to augment
the work of its Equal Pay personnel by identifying equal
pay violations as part of other investigations it conducts
under Title VII. And,as the EEOC's efforts to uncover
patterns of systemic discrimination in key industries
broaden in scope, Equal Pay Act matters could be made a part
of that program. The proposed transfer, therefore, has
the potential of strengthening overall sex discrimination
enforcement.
Accordingly, we recommend that the enforcement of
the Equal Pay Act be transferred from the. Department of
Labor to the EEOC effective July 1, 1979, accompanied by
the transfer of 198 positions and $5.3 million.
Opponents of this transfer point out that the
Department of Labor's record in enforcing the Equal Pay
Act is a good one and that EEOC staff has less expertise
in wage rate matters. In addition, the ability of the EEOC
to mount as extensive an effort as the Department of Labor
to enforce the Act is questioned, since the Wage and Hour
Division's 1,000 compliance officers all check for equal
pay violations in the 60,000 establishments visited each
year.

The Department of Labor believes that the transfer of
the Equal Pay Act to EEOC violates the basic principles of
reorgani~ation since, in its view, the Equal Pay Act is closer
in nature to the other wage standards of the Fair Labor
Standards Act (of which the Equal Pay Act is a part) than it is
to Title VII. The Department argues that it is a mistake to
remove part of a statute from the agency which enforces and
administers the statute as a whole and to transfer that one
part to another agency. Alternatively, and without waiving
its very strong objection to the transfer of the Equal Pay
Act, the Department would, at the minimum, postpone the transfer decision until at least late 1980,. as we recommend with
regard to the transfer of the contract compliance program.
In its view, this would guarantee that the transfer would not
take place until the EEOC's internal reorganization had advanced
sufficiently to enable it to undertake the enforcement of the
Equal Pay Act with a minimum of disruption and delay. Under
this alternative, the reorganization plan would
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authorize the transfer of the Equal Pay Act to EEOC but . .
.
would not cite ~ specific date. Tr&ns~er would be condit~oned
on a later detennination by the President. The ·Department
believes that this alternative would protect the Administration from a premature transfer and that this alternative
is as politically viable as the transfer of the Equal Pay
Act on a specified date.
But EPA enforcement is centralized, concerns
provisions familiar to the EEOC, and involves the transfer
of only a small number of personnel. Thus, there is every
reason to believe that the EEOC could capably administer
the program by 1979. In addition, there is an important
pragmatic reason for not making the date of the EPA transfer
indefinite. Since the contract compliance program was
created by an Executive order, the President can reassign
authority for it whenever he sees fit, whereas the EPA
responsibility must be transferred as part of a reorganization plan. It is the opinion of Counsel to the Reorg&nization Project that the Reorganization Act does not perm~t
this type of indefinite, conditional transfer,
[This recommendation has the support of the EEOC
and the Department of Justice. A large number of civil
rights and women's groups, including the Urban League,
the Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund, the
National Council of Negro Women, Women Employed,and the
National Organization for Women support it. The UAW
also supports it. As noted, the Department of L~or
strongly opposes .this recommendation.
In addition, there
is opposition from the AFL-CIO (which, however, would -be likely
to endorse Labor's proposal for.a decision at a later date) and
some women's groups such as the Coalition of Labor Union Women.
Business groups, which generally oppose adding to the authority
of the EEOC, also probably will not support the transfer.]
DECISION
Approve transfer of Equal Pay Act to EEOC on
July 1, 1979
Disapprove
2. Transfer Age Discrimination authority to the EEOC on
July 1, 1979
There is virtually complete overlap in the coverage
of employers, employment agencies, and labor organizations
under Title VII and the ADEA. The ADEA, moreover, was
modeled on Title VII, and the standards of the two Acts are
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compatible. Many of the issues which relate to age cases
are similar to those the EEOC has faced in the context ·of
sex discrimination, e.g., participation in pension plans
and requirements of specific types of jobs.
The ADEA program, moreover, is relatively small and the
EEOC should be able to absorb it. The transf·er of this
program will require the EEOC to substantially improve its
litigation capability over the next 18 months. Much of the
discussion above concerning. transfer of the Equal Pay Act is
applicable equally here. In both instances, transfer of the
programs would contribute to the development of a stronger
and more uniform government effort to end employment discrimination.
We recommend that the ADEA enforcement authority be
transfe.rred from the Department of Labor to the EEOC ·
effective July 1, 1979. This would involve the transfer of
119 pos'itions and ·$3. 5 million.
The Department of Labor, while agreeing that the
Age Discrimination in Employment Act ultimately should be
transferred to the EEOC, suggests that the final decision
concerning. this transfer, ·like the decision concerning the
transfer of the EPA, be made in late 19BO in conjunction
with the dec·ision involving the contract compliance program.
The advantages and disadvantages of this approach have been
noted above.
The Department of Labor also suggests that in order
to avoid the difficulties which would result from two
agencies interpreting and applying the enforcement prov1s1ons
of the Fair Labor Standards Ac.t, a•n effort be made to amend
Title VII to include age. Although the Age Act is not part
of the Fair Labor Standards Act (as is the Equal Pay Act),
it presently incorpora:tes the enforcement mechanisms of
that Act which are different from those used in Title VII
cases. The Task Force recommends instead that new equal
employment legislation, including the possible amendment of
Title VII to cover age discrimination, be considered in
conjunction with other civil rights legislative reforms
late in 1978.
(See pages 25, 26)
[Most major groups represen.ting the aging, e.g.,
the National Council of Senior Citizens, the American
Association of Retired Persons, the National Council on
the Aging, the National Caucus on the Black Aged, and the
Grey Panthers, have endorsed the transfer. The EEOC, the
Department of Justice. the UAW. and most civil rights groups
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also support the transfer. The AFL-CIO opposes it.
Business groups, generally reluctant to give the EEOC
additional responsibilities, are not likely to support
this transfer.]
DECISION
Approve transfer of Age Discrimination enforcement
authority to EEOC on July 1, 1979
Disapprove
3. Transfer the authority to ensure equal employment
opportunity for Federal employees to the EEOC on October 1,
1978

Both the Task Force on Civil Rights Reorganization
and the President's Personnel Management Reorganization
Project agr·ee that equal employment opportunity and a·ffirmative action have not been pursued vigorously or administered
effectively in Federal departments and agencies. The Civil
Service Commission has adopted weaker substantive (Title VII)
standard·s than those imposed on private employers. B\:lrdens
imposed on job applicants and employees alleging individual
acts ·of discrimination in the Federal sector are significantly
greater than those imposed by the EEOC in the case of
complaints filed against private employers and State and
local governments. Only recently, and as a result of a
court order, has the Civil Service Commission issued regulations allowing the filing of class action complaints, and
these regulations are highly restrictive. The instructions
that the Civil Service Conunission provides to agencies on
.affirmative action, Il10reover, are substantially weaker than
the reql:lirements imposed on Federal contracto.rs by the
Department of Labor. As a result, the Federal Government's
record of employment of minorities in higher paid jobs
is substantially worse than that of private employers.
The cause of this problem is a basic one, we believe. A ·;
personnel agency cannot both propose personnel policies
and then have the final voice in determining whether these,
policies adhere to Title VII standards.

\

S'ince we believe that Federal employees should have
the same rights and remedies as private employees and
employees of State and local governments, that Federal
agencies should be required to meet the same (if not higher)
standards of equal employment opportunity as private
employers and State and local governments, and that equal
employment oppol:'tunity and affirmative· action should be
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administered separately from personnel management, we recommend
that,the authority the Civil Service Commission now exercises
under Title VII, the Equal Pay Act, the Age Discrimination in
Employment Act, and the Rehabilitation Act, be transferred to
the EEOC on October 1, 1978. The personnel and budgetary effects
wou>ld be to move approximately 100 positions and $6. 5 million
(includes reimbursable authority) from the Civil Service
Commission. to the EEOC.
Even if the EEOC is given responsibility for Federal
equal employment opportunity, the esc still would have an
important role to play -- the duty to ensure agency compliance
with Title VII. Thus, the steps now being considered by the
Commission to facilitate equal employment for women and minorities
would continue to be appropriate mat.ters for the esc to initiate.
The esc raises a number of objections to this proposal.
It believes that some of the complaints about the present system
are grounded in the CSC's limited legal authority to order
corrective action and that this situation would not be changed
by reorganization. The proposed transfer would result in
government agencies dealing with two different agencies on personnel matters, the Civil Service Commission and the EEOC.
Assigning the EEOC authority for equal employment opportunity in
the Federal sector may be said to separate personnel ·policies
related to equal employment opportunity from other personnel
considerations and would transfer the authority to enforce equal
opportunity in Federal employment from an agency with considerable expertise in Federal personnel practices to one with little
such experience. Furthermore, the·re is concern over the EEOC' s·
ability to implement this responsibility and over the possibility
that conflict might arise between rules and policies promulgated
by the EEOC' and the Civil Service Commission and agency personnel practices. A final possibi;lity is that separating personnel
policies and equal employment opportunity will reduce attention
to affirmative action on the part of personnel people and reduce
opportunities for creative use of alternative employee selection
methods.
The esc, therefore, opposes our recommendation. Instead.
it proposes that the authority to investigate and decide charges
of employment discrimination, as well as all other adverse
personnel actions, be transferred to the Merit Systems Protection
Boa:rd whose creation it is separately recommending to you. This
would eliminate possible conflicts of interest in adjudicating
complaints, and avoid, it believes, duplicate appeals to the
EEOC and the Merit Systems Protection Board. In addition, the
CSC proposes to give the EEOC the right to challenge CSC regulations and examinations and to issue proposed orders requiring
change.
If the esc did not agree with any order, the matter would
be resolved by the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating
Council or the Department of Justice.
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We find the CSC alternative inconsistent with the basic
principles that Federal employees should have the same rights and
remedies as other employees covered by Title VII; that the Federal
Government should be held to equ:al employment .standards at least as
high as those of private employers and State and local governmen:ts;
and that aff.irma:tive. action should be administered separately from
personnel management functions to avoid conflicts of interest. We
believe that unles·s the EEOC is given the ultimate authority over
equal employment efforts in the Federal sec·tor, it is unlikely that
significant improvements in that program will occur. Historically
the EEOC and the esc have not been able to agree on a large number
. of civil rights i·ssues and the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council, which we. recommend be abolished, has been almost
totally ineffective in areas of disputes between agencies. We believe, moreover, that under the Title VII law, it is, unlikely that
the discrimination and grievance appeals systems can be·merged, even
if they are both housed in one agency. To the extent that the two
systems can be made consistent, the EEOC and the esc have committed
themselves to· attaining this goal.
[There is universal support from civil rights groups.for transferring the Federal equal employment responsibilities to the EEOC
and· the proposal also is supported by several major handicapped
groups. Unions representing Federal employees have indicated support for the proposal. Agencies favoring the Ta·sk Force's recommendation include the EEOC and the Departme·nts of Agriculture, Commerce,
Labor, and Housing and Urban Development. The Department of State
doubts tha.t" .one equal employment agency can serve adequately the
needs of both the public and private sectors. The Justice Department
questions whether the EEOC's ultimate authority includes the right
to sue Federal agencies to ensure compliance with its orders and
whether fair employment can be separated from the .merit system. HEW
believes that the EEOC should be assigned the authority to set
standards for the esc and to hear appeals from esc decisions in
employment discrimination cases.]'
DECISION
Approve transfer of equal employment responsibility for
- - Federal employees to EEOC on October 1, 1978
Disapprove
4. Abolish the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating
Council and transfer its duties to the EEOC on July 1, 1978
The Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council was
created in 1972 to coordinate the Federal equal employment opportunity enforcement effort. Fqr the most part, the Council has been
a failure. The problems in equal employment enforcement coordination which prompted Congress to'establish the Council have grown
worse in the last five years.
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We reconunend that the Council be abolished and its
authority transferred to the EEOC on July 1, 1978. This
transfer would place coordinating responsibilities in the
only agency presently completely dedicated to the mission
of equal employment opportunity. The responsibilities
which the EEOC would as·sume include the development of
substantive equal employment opportunity standards
applicable to the entire Federal Government, standardization of Federal data collection procedures, creation of joint
training programs, establishment of requirements to ensure
that information is shared among the enforcement agencies,
and development of government-wide complaint and compliance
review methodologies. This transfer would' help further
limit duplication and inconsistency among the equal employment prog~rams. For example, the EEOC could facilitate
arrangements with the Department of Labor under which·
EEOC would not investigate a pattern and practice of
discrimination by an employe-r if that employer were· found
in compliance unde·r Labor's contract compliance program.
Similarly, the EEOC could ensure that the equal employment
provisions applicable to recipients of Federal grants are
applied uniformly so that a State or local government need
not file different equal employment data with each grant
agency or have the same complaint subject to investigation
by more than one agency.
'The Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council
has no staff .of its own.. Each member agency a's·signs staff
on a part-time basis to wo·rk on Council ·activities.. At
the next budget review, .it. will be necessary to determine
the number of new positions and appropriate resources the
EEOC will require to carry out these additional re·sponsibilities.
The disadvantages of this proposal relate to possible
unilateral decision.,..making by the EEOC. In addition, to the
extent that the EEOC establishes policy on equal employment
issues, there may be an overlap with the legal positions
adopted by the Department of Justice in other areas. The
EEOC's autho.ri ty to play the lead role in the government's
equal employment program may be affected adversely by the
agency's pa·s.t management problems. There also is concern
that if the EEOC receives cea,se and desist authority, it
may become independent of Executive control. We believe
each of these concerns can be met by an Executive order
defining EEOC's role.
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[The transfer has the support of a large number of
the most important civil rights organizations. The Departments of Agriculture and HEW also concur with this recommendation. Organizations of small busines·smen, such a·s the
National Federation of Independent Businessmen, have
endorsed the proposal. The Departments of Justice· and
Labor raise questions about this recommendation. They
would prefer to keep the Council,with the head of the EEOC
as its Chairperson. Major business organizations, such
as the Business Roundtable, also oppose this recommendation. While they generally have endorsed the reforms
initiated at the EEOC, they continue to question the EEOC's.
objectivity. They prefer,. therefore, to maintain a council
structure in which EEOC's views may be balanced by those of
other agencies. ]
DECISION
Approve abolishing EEOCC and transferring
responsibility to EEOC on July 1, 1978
Disapprove
B.

Consolidation of Contract Compliance· Program

1. Terminate the authority of the 11 g.overnment agencies
presen:tly vested with the responsibility to ensure compliance
by Fed'eral contractors with Executive Order 11246; consolidate
compliance authority in the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Department of Labor on October 1, 1978·

The consolidation woulld establ.ish accountability for
the success or failure of the program and would promote
consistent standards, procedures, and reporting requirements.
It would relieve many contractors of the burden of being
subject to multiple ag,enc ies. Thu;s, it removes the basis
of a major complaint of b'tlsiness groups. As a result,
cooperation with the .intent and provis·ions of the contract
compliance program should be achieved more readily.
This reform, moreover, would eliminate the current
conflict of interest between the mission objective•s and
the equal employment objectives of line agencies which
arises when agency official.s find that civil right·s enforcement may jeopardize or delay an otherwise desirable contract.
Even in situations where top management has the best of
intentions, civil rights concerns in conflict with procurement goals tend to be brushed aside. Many of the deficiencies
in the contract compliance program stem from this conflict
of interest.
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The Department of Labor is the logical location in
which to centralize the program. It has been responsible
for the coordination and direction of the program since
1965 and has developed the extensive substantive and
procedural regulations which govern the activities of the
contractors and compliance agencies. Centralizing the
prog.ram in the Department also increa·ses the possibility
that it will be coordinated e·ffectively with the training
prog·rams administered by Labor's Employment and Training
Administration.
Those opposed to consol.idation generally fear
diminished sensitivity to equal employment considerations
in the contracting agencies. They also cite the expertise
developed by agency personnel in the employment pract'ices
of the industries they revi.ew. In addition, they are concerned that ·the Department of Labor may. no.t operate the
program effectively.

Nonetheless, we believe the merits of this change
far outweigh its defects, and that it sho~ld be accomplished
by Executive order on October 1, 1978. 'The resources of
the 11 compliance agencies--1,571 positions and a budget of
$33.1 million--would be transferred to the Department of
Labor. We anticipate that the consolidation will result
in a reduction in supervisory personnel a·nd other administrative costs.
[This recommendation has the strong support of
the Department of Labor. The Departments of Justice,
Agriculture, and Transportation concur. There also is
widespread support for this recommendation from civil
rights, women 1 s and bus·iness groups. The AFL-CIO supports
this proposal so long as it does not result in any reduction of the number of personnel devoted to contract compliance. The Leadership Conference on Civil Rights traditionally
has opposed removing civil rights responsibilities from line
agencies but is l:lnlikely to pre·ss that opposition in liaht
of the Conference 1 s favorable .reaction to the overall r.eorganization proposal. The Department of Energy favors consolidation
of the compliance agencies in the Department of Labor, but
suggests that this merger be phased in over a three to five
year period.
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Some compliance age~cies oppose the consolidation.
These include the Departments of Treasury, HEW, Defense,
HUD, and Interior. Treasury stres·ses its unique and
favorable relationship with the banking industry. H'EW
likewise emphasizes its in-depth knowledge of contractors
and warns that consolidation would result in universities
being visited by the Department of Labor.under the
contract compliance program and by HEW under other civil
r_ights authorities. The Department of Defense, in addition,
raises a concern about the abil.ity of the Department of
Labor to implement effec.ti vely a consolidated contrac.t
compliance program.
HEW suggests that the contract compliance agencies
should continu~ in their present role bat that the Department of Labor's supervisory authority should be transferred
to the EEOC. The Task Force concludes that no matter.which
agency has sapervisory responsibility for contract compliance,
the program as presently structured cannot function
effectively. It is essential that the program be administered
centrally.]
DECISION:
Approve consolidating contract compliance
responsibility in Labor on October 1, ~978
Disapprove
2. Announce that not later than January 1981, you will
determine whether to transfer the consolidated contract
compll.ance program to the EEOC
There are obvious advantages to a transfer of the
contract compliance program into the EEOC. It would bring
t<;>qe.ther the two biqqest equal employment programs,
prorno.te be.tter coordination, and .permit more effective
use of resources.
Nonetheless, because of the contract compliance
program's size and pas.t program deficiencies, its transfer
to the EEOC now would create severe manag.ement difficulties
and interfere with the implementation of other reforms by
the EEOC. By the end of 1980, after there has been a
sufficient opportunity for the consolidated contrac-t
compliance program to become operational and for the EEOC
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reforms to have been fully implemented, you should undertake a
review of the two programs to determine whether the time is then
appropriate to transfer the contract compliance program, as well
as the ve-terans and handicapped programs, to the EEOC.* Relevant to this decision will be the degree of excellence the
contract compliance program has achieved in Labor, the competence
ti.el.tons-crateO. by the EEOC, and the outcome of court decisions which
may affect the standard applied by the contract compliance program.
The EEXX: and most civil rights groups, including the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, the Urban League, and the
Mexican American Legal Defense Education Fund support this proposal. Industry groups oppose a later transfer. The Departments o.f Justice and the Treasury question the proposal ultimately
to merge the contra·ct compliance program in the EEOC. Their concern appears partly grounded on the view that the EEOC's efforts
are or s.hould be directed solely toward handling individual
complaints.- In addition, the Department of Labor ar9ues that
there are compelling reasons for keeping the consolidated contract compliance program separate from the EEOC. However, if
a decision is made to transfer bhe program to the EEOC, the Department urges that the transfer be accomplished as soon as .possible.
It believes that it will not be abl.e to absorb the transfer of
1500 new positions and build an effective program if it is
g.enerally understood that the .program is being housed in the
Department only temporarily. The Department of Justice further
suggests that t'here may not be sufficient time by the end of
1.980 to judge the effectiveness of the consolidated contract
compliance program and notes that the morale of the Labor
Department staff may be affec.ted adversely if the consolidation
program is threatened with a transfer.]
DECISION
Approve deferring decision whether to transfer contract
~ornpliance to the E;EOC until not later than January 1981
Disapprove
V.

OTHER ISSUES

A. The Department of Justice should retain the authority to
litigate Title VII pattern or practice cases against State and
local g.overnments as well a·s its other equal employment
litigative authorities
* Although there. are sane differences between the Executive Order 11246
program and the veterans .and handicapped programs, all are based upon the
Federal Government's procurement powers and require canpliance only by
Federal contractors. Because of these :ilrJFortant similarities, these
programs can be enforced best within the same government agency. Therefore,
the Task Force recomnends that those programs remain in the Department of
Labor as long as that agency has responsibility for the contract ccmpliance
program.
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The Task Force considered and rejected transferring to
the EEOC the Justice Department's authority to litigate
equal employment matters against State and local governments.
In view of the Department's expertise in litigating questions
of State and local employment, it would not enhance civil
rights enforcement to relieve the Department of its present
authority at this time. While the' EEOC is strengthening
its ability to litigate against Title VII violations by
private employers, the Department of Justice can help create
new law ill the difficult area of public employment. We
also recommend that the Department re.tain its responsibility
for enforcing the provisions of Executive Order 11246 and
for filing pattern or practice suits authorized by severa~l
Federal grant s~tatutes.
[The Department of Justice concurs, but sugges~ts that
it be given concurrent jurisdiction with the EEOC to bring
pattern or practice suits against private employers and
unions under Title VII. The Department believes that it
could contribute substantially to the steady and effective.
enforcement of the law in the private sector. The advantage
of concurrent jurisdiction is that the Justice Department's
capable staff would supplement the efforts of the EEOC.
There is also .merit in keeping the government's lawyer,
the Department of Justice, invqlved in the prosecution
of all violations of Federal law.
The authority to litigate pattern or prac,tice cases
against private employers was removed from the~ Department
of Justice by a 1972 amendment to Title VII. Reopening
that congres·sional decis,ion is likely to engender great
opposition. The EEOC's litigation e:ffort, moreover, has
been improving consistently. Thus, there does not appear
to be a compelling need for splitting the litigative program
in the private sector; it would lead to just the type of
duplication and overlap we are trying to remedy.]
DECISI'ON
Approve retaining current Department of Justice
authority to litigate Title VII matters
Disapprove
.B. Responsibility for enforcing grant-related equal employment provisions should remain with the agencies administering
the grant programs

The Task Force evaluated the possibility of transferring
to the EEOC the equal employment responsibilities of Federal
grant-making agencies. Such a step could eliminate the
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duplication of effort, inconsistency in standards and
investigative findings, and excessive and unproductive
reporting requirements that now hinder the effort to bring
State and local governments into compliance. The consolidation of authority approach was rejected in favor of assigning
to the EEOC a coordination and leadership role for the whole
Fed.eral equal employment program. Among the principal
reasons for this decision is that the multiplicity of
statutes involved, the d.iverse regu·lations and investigative
procedures, and the large number of personnel would have
caused management problems of major proportions. In some
instances, moreover, it is difficult to separate an agency's
responsibility to ensure equality in the provision of
services from its responsibility to ensure equal employmen.t
opportunity.
DECISION
Approve leaving grant-related enforcement as
presently structured
Disapprove
VI.

LEGISLATIVE OPTIONS

Although the re.forms we are recommending go a long way
toward improving the present structure, it is not possible
for a·.ll desirable changes in the Federal Government's equal
employment opportunity authority to be accomplished through
a r·eorganization plan or by Executive order. There are
certain limitations in existing leg.islation which hamper
e,ff·ecti ve enforcement. For example, the EEOC cannot issue
substantive regulations; it does not have adm'ini.strative
power to enforce findings; and its coverage does not extend
to protected classes like the aged and handicapped. Reforms
like these have long been advocated by civil rights groups.
We recommend, therefore,that at the time y()u_p_:J:"~~ent this
equai employment reorg:ari{zation plan, you·' F;hould ;indi~::ate
that you intend at a later date to explore a comprehensive
civil rights legislative package. This package would include
proposed amendments in all areas of civil rights--employment,
housing, education, etc. --and would be bas.ed upon subsequent
recommendations of the Civil Rights Task Force as it proceeds
with its studies. You should make clear in your initial comments
regarding this legislation that you are aware of the need for
le.gi.slation regarding equal employment enforcement, You should
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point out, however, that in order to develop comprehensive
civil rights legislation, it is important to see how the
·reorganization effort in the other equal opportunity areas
progresses.
With regard to strengthening equal employment opportunity
enforcement, we reconunend that you provide examples of the
le~islative issues you will consider including:
l.

Whether ·to g.rant authority to the EEOC to conduct
administrative proceedings leading t.o cea·se and
desist orders. (If such authority is granted,
the enabling legislation wou·ld have to contain
provisions which ensure that the agency remains a
part of the.Executive Branch.)

2.

Whether to amend Title VII to· include a prohibition
against discrimination on account of age.

3.

Whether to amend T.itle VII to· include a prohibition
against discrimination against the handicapped.

4.

Whether to amend Title VII to remove procedural
impediments to the. EEOC's authority to bring
pattern or prac.tice suits.

5.

Whether to amend Ti tl.e VI.I to eliminate possible
impediments to eradicating wage discrimination based
on sex.

6.

Whether to amend Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 to remove the present exclusion of employment from its coverage.

DECISION
Approve announcing that legislative changes will
be explored later
Disapprove
VII.

ANNOUNCEMENT

If you approve the proposed reorganization plan, we
recommend that its announcement be given prominence
since it has great significance to the civil rights community.
Hamilton Jordan agrees. We propose that you use the announce-
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ment as an occasion to make a forceful statement of your
views on civil rights enforcement and to pledge your
continued support to ensure that the equal employment
e.ffort is e.ffective. We are prepared to arrange a gathering
at the White House of major government officials, members of
Congress,and a cross-section of civil rights, business,and
labor leaders who would be advised of your decisions
immediately before their public release. We believe that
an announcement in this context would have a wide impact
and give strong impetus to the civil rights enforcement
e.ffort. The announcement ceremony can be arranged within a
week after your decision.
DECISION
Approve announcing the plan at a public ceremony
Disapprove
VIII.

CONCLUSION

The adoption of the recommendations of the Task Force
would have far-reaching consequences. These recommendations
are directed toward ultimat·ely vesting all of the Federal
Government's equal employment responsibilities in the EEOC
and they begin movement in tha.t d'irection. The structure
proposed for the immediate future represents a distinct
improvement over the status quo.
(See attached ch~rt
for a comparison of responsibilities under the present and
proposed system.)
While legislation and Executive lead,ership also are necessary to achieve a strong unified program,
this plan represents a major step in ending lack of accountability and inconsistency which have led to much o.f the
frustration voiced by those the laws are intended to protect
and the employers, who are required to comply with these laws.
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COMPARISON OP CURRENT.AND PROPOSED ALLOCATION OP EqUAL EMPLOYMENT AUTHORITIES
CURRENT DISPERSED
RESPONSIBILiTY

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT AUTHORITIES
PROGRAM

AGENCY

DISCRIMINATION
COVERED

-

EMPLOYERS
covE:Rtb

TITLE VII

Race; Color,
Private and
ReU,gio~, Sex,
Public NonNational Origi~ Federal Employers_Lilnions

LAIK)R (Wage and
Hour)

Equal Pay Act
Age pi~crimination
in El)lployment

sex
Age

CIVIL SERVICE

Title VII, Executive
Order 11478,
Equal _Pay Act, Age
Discrimination in
Empioyiilent, RehabUitation Act

EEOCC*

Coordination of All
Federal Equal El)lploy.ment Programs

-·

-·-

PROPOSED CONSOLIDATION

·-·
. -

EEOC
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AGENCY

TIMING

EEOC

Private and
P\16l.ic Nonreiieral ·
Employers, uni<ms..

Race·, Color,
Federal
Religion,
Government
Nat,ional Origin
Sex, Handicapped 1 Age

EEOC

July 1979
July 1979

EEOC

October

1978

-

July

EE~
·-

----------

-----------

Veterans

Federal
Contractors

1978

--

LABOR (OFCCPI

COMMERCE
DEFENSE
ENERGY
EPA
GSA
HEW
BUD
INTERIOR
S'='A

I

Viet_nam Veterans
Readjt.ostn1ent 1\ct
Rchabili tat ion Act
Exec, Orders 11246, 11175

Exec, Orders 11246, lll75

October

llandicapp<!d
R~re, Color,
Rel!qion, Nationa] Oriqin,
Sex
Jil.ac::e, Color,
Rel-igion,
National
0rigin, ·.S.e.it

LABOR (OFCCJ?)
Federal
contractors

J:'O'l'
r~<EA.:;URY
~

--

I

JUSTICE

TITLE VII

Executive Order 11246

Race, Color,
Federal
Re:Ligiof!, Sex,
Natiol!al Origi~

Selected Federal Gran.t

Varied

Pr~ranis

*

Race, Color,
P~_l:liic Non-Fe.deral
Religion, . Sex, Employers
National Origin

No Change
JUSTICE

Contractor~

Federal Grantees

A '?'illliber of Federal gran~ statutes include a provision bar·ririg employment discriminat:io~ by recipients based on a
var~etv.of qrounds includ1nq race, color, sex, and national origin, Under the·reorganization plan the
act1vit1es of these agencies will be coordinated by
·
··
·
'

1978
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 1, 1978

MEMORANDUH FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

RICHARD A. PETTIGREW ~

SUBJECT:

Civil Rights Reorganization

I am in full agreement with the recommendations of the
Reorganization Project. Ultimately, we should have a single,
strong equal employment enforcement agency behind which all
constituencies discriminated against can unite. The incremental steps proposed by the reorganization team move
toward that goal in a reasonable way, building on the
demonstrably improved EEOC.
From a public standpoint, this proposal is relatively
non-controversial, except for the equal pay issue. To
supplement the convincing arguments for EPA transfer in
the decision memorandum, I would add the following.
The Department of Labor (and the AFL-CIO) argues that its
employment standards employees are now engaged in multiple
responsibilities, in~luding minimum wage, child labor and
other wage standard enforcement activities. This same
argument could be made about the contract compliance
employees in the eleven separate agencies, who will be
transferred to the Department of Labor under the recommendations. Most are engaged in multiple contract enforcement
activities.
In order to increase the priority of equal employment
enforcement, the Department of Labor concurs that the EEO
contract compliance functions should be consolidated in
its OFCCP. Just as transfer of contract compliance responsibility to OFCCP will increase the priority of EEO enforcement
in that program, so should transfer of equal pay responsibilities lead to a higher priority for enforcement of that
Act. T.he equal pay activities in two separate agencies
constitute an outright duplication and should be consolidated
as proposed.

)

-2I and my staff have consulted extensively with affected
interest groups on this plan. The transfers to the EEOC
come across a's carefully packaged and politically balanced.
The constituencies most directly affected, i.e., women,
minorities, the aged and federal employees, with very
limited exceptions, support these transfers. If the
package is dismantled, however, (e.g., if Equal Pay Act
responsibilities were not transferred to EEOC} , individual
constituencies might have second thoughts about the transfer
most relevant to them. Understandably, some groups are
apprehens·ive about their programs being transferred from
Labor to EEOC; nevertheless, they are willing collectively
to fall in line behind your demonstrated commitment to a
strong and effective EEOC.
Black groups in particular wi:ll endorse the plan as proposed.
Given the supportive s·tatements about the PRP plan you made
recently to Black leaders, the EEO reorganization is already
listed in the "favorable" column in ratings by the Urban
League and NAACP.
/

Thus, your announcement of this package will have important
symbolic as well as substantive value.
I suggest that in
discussing this plan you emphasize the critical role of
aggressive EEOC pattern and practice litigation in dealing
with the disproportionately high unemployment levels of
our minority populations.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 1, 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR:

RICK

FROM:

BUNNY MITCHELL ( tJ

HUTCHINSON~

Plan reflects a well-reasoned and substantive set of recommendations.
It will receive the broad support of Black America.
Although universal acceptance of the plan will not occur immediately,
I believe it will gain favor as improvements in agency performance
occur.
Overt hostility to the consolidation of functions within EEOC has
precipitously declined over the past two months. The phased-in
appnoach to transferal of functions reflects a responsible management
approach and has tempered the fears of certain protected classes
(women, senior citizens and business groups).
J

It is crucial that periodic reports of EEOC and OFCCP progress
be distributed to Congressional skeptics, public interest.(& . civil·
right·S gr.oups.

'
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Rather than announcing that ·Ez. January 1981, a final determination
on the transfer of the contract compliance program to EEOC will be made
(decision option; page 23), the President should announce he will review
the programs and make a determination on transfer in 1981.-after there has been sufficient time for the consolidated contract
compliance program to become operational and for the EEOC reforms
to have been fully implemented.

THE WHITE HOUSE

MEMORANDUM

FOR INFORMATION:.

Francis)

The Vice President
Midge Costanza
Hamilton Jordan
Bob Lipshutz
Jody Powell
~harles Schultze

FROM: Rick Hutcheson, Staff Secretary
~ / ,: 3 ..

dated l/28/7if·:·~e Reorganization of
Opportuni
Laws and. Progr · ·

··PLEAsE ATTACH THIS COPY TO MATERIAL SUBMITTED.

:· i'·l.i~ou
hav~ any questions or if you anticipate a delay in submitting the required
·· · ; ·
•&..- c ..... u c ____ .. __ ... '---..J.:_ ... _•.. ,-y-_. __ .__ _ _ .....
P'ft'

·,.l.

•

CONGRESSIONAL LIAISON:

The Hill has traditionally not had confidence in the EEOC to perfonn its
present ftmctions. OUr biggest task will be to show that the EEOC is
capable of taking on additional responsibility envisioned by our reorganization
proposal.
EEOC is very much aware of their present image and are working hard to
change that image -- we should assist by setting up a series of goals for
EEX)C to meet that we can define. as a victory and declare the agency canpetent. Without a clear sense of improvement in the operations, any and
all expansion will face major obstacles and criticism -- fran friends and
foes alike.
Any transfers or exp:msions should be after documentable improvement in the agency.

It should be noted that under this Administration's leadership and the
effective work of Ms. Norton, there have been increasingly favorable canments regarding the agency.

SUB:JOCT:

Mcintyre MenD Dated 1/28/78 re Reorganization of Equal··.
Ernployrrent Opportunity Laws and Programs
·

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON

February 1, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

T.HE PRESIDENT

FROM:

RAY MARSHALL f..~·
Secretary of Labor

SUBJECT:

Reorganization of Equal Employment
Opportunity Laws and Programs

The Reorganization Task Force Report on Equal Employment
Opportunity Laws and Programs has been presented to you for
a decision. Although we have worked with the Task Force
to ensure that the Report presents an objective assessment.
of the status o.f current. programs, I must express my
reservations with some of its conclusions.
Let me say first that I share the belief 0f the Task Force
that there should be a focal point for the Administration's
commitment to civil rights and that this focal point should
be the EEOC.
I also believe that the Administration's
success in this area will in large part be measured by the
success of that agency. My comments, therefore, are not
in opposition to· this_ premise nor an attempt to re.tain
specific programs in the· Department of Labor. I do believe,
however, that the Task Force Report fails to adequately
discuss at least two essential points.
The first is somewhat technical but one which should be
made. The Report emphasizes the overlap of several
statutes and executive orders dealing with civil rights.
It fails .to note, however, that these various statutes
employ different approaches in both inspections and
enforcement and provide dif.ferent remedies. Thus, a
company may be in compliance with the anti-discrimination
provisions of Title VII and yet not be in compliance with
the affirmative. action requirements imposed on large
government contractors by the Executive Order. Similarly,

- 2 an employee who has been discriminated against in terms
of pay may have lost his or her claim under Title VII,
but may still have a viable claim under the Equal Pay Act,
which has a significantly longer statute o.f limitations.
Moreover, the events which may trigger action by the
Federal government are different under the various
statutes and order {~., a charge under T.itle VII, but
the proposed award of a contract under the Executive Order)
so that there will continue to be a multiple exposure of
employers to potential enforcement actions by the government.
The second point and the one which gives me great concern
is the Report's failure to examine. fully thedesirability
·Of a single mis·s·ion civil rights agency. There are, of
course, many advantages to such an organization. At the
same time, however; there are significant disadvantages
in focusing the government's civil rights e.fforts in terms
of enforcement only. This is particularly so where the
enforcement mechanisms can now be used iri conjunction with
Departmental programs designed to increase the employment
and training opportunities of women and minorities, as for
example, in the case of apprentices:fuip and outreach programs.
The transfer of all civil rights functions to a single .
.enforcement agency could impede the development of such
programs. The initial reorganization steps proposed in
the Report may not have this effect, but is is a concern
that should be fully explored be·fore any subsequent transfers
are ordered.
I would also like to .reiterate my personal concern over
the proposed transfer o·f the Equal Pay Act from the Department of Labor to EEOC. 'Dhe Equal Pay Act is not a separate
s·tatute but is part ·Of ,the Fair Labor Standards Act. As
such, it incorporates the same coverage and exemption provisions applicable to the minimum wage. The EEOC will thus
have to interpret provisions ·of a s.tatute that will continue
to be administered by the Department.
In addition to the
problems of coordination that this will ca·use, the transfer
will also limit the Department's ability to deal with wage
issues.
.\

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20506

February 1, 197 8
OFFICE OF THE CHAIR

. TO:

i.VIEMORANDU M

Rick Hutcheson
Staff Secre.tary

((f '}{

FROM·:

Eleanor Holmes Norton
Chair

RE:

EEOC Comments on Reorganization of Equal Employment
Opportunity Laws and Progra·ms

We concur in the recommendations.
We would have preferred a more extensive reorganization in liiJ.e· with the
prevailing views of civil rights professionals and organizations and the
Congressional Bolack Caucus. However, we re:cognize that the OMB Plan
·is a delicate compromise, taki~ into'·a·scount not only our views but
those of other agenctes and.:afno~espec::iaUy broad diversity of other parties
as, weU.
On balance the OMB provides a responsible, systematic and managea,ble
way·t9 reach a goal which has been a priority for civil rights and women's
groups for decades. Particularly considering that the OMB Plan has won
.overwhelming support from women and minorities who are protected under
the statute, we believe the OMB Plan should be· strongly supported.
Further, the extensive internal reforms underway at the EEOC are yielding
results sooner than anticipated, thus putting the agency in a 'favorable
condition to receive new functions. A ten-week study of the new systems
being used in model offices showed .significant results. For example, there
was an average 30% drop in intake of complaints, a result of placing professionals rather than clericals at intake and offering carefu-l counseling
to people whose problems belong elsewhere . The rate of negotiated.
·settlements (wl:llch do not requiredRt~n-~iv~ investigation) increased from
6% in a 10-week period las.t:y:ear t0:/44%-tduring the comparable period
under the new systems.• During this. 10-week period the average dollar
benefit was $2,235 per person. And the model offices resolved one-third
more cases than they received, indicating clearly that the Commission
is on its way to eliminating its backlog •.

· • · continued

..
-Page 2 -

The new systems are being, carefully monitored and staff has been
meticulously trained. The feed-back from large companies and from
organizations representing employers who make extensive use of -EEOC
charge processing systems has been especially encouraging. At the same
time charging party groups have been laudatory in their praise of the
new systems •
Finally, it should be. noted that EEOC staff which had worked under the
torturously complicated and inefficient systems now being replaced have
been especialiy receptive to the reforms, despite the dislocation inherent
in such an extensive reorganization.

EHN/clb

(t}ffitt nf l~t 1\ttnrnty ~tntral
lht!il}tngtnn. I. or.
December 20, 1977
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM

Griffin B. Bell

SUBJ$~'£.-·
'
. ' ..

Reorganization of Equal Employment
Opportunity Laws and Programs

A proposal to reorganize the enforcement of equal employment opportunity ha·s be.en developed by an OMB Task Force.
While several of the reorganization steps appear sensible, I am
troubled by some as,pects of the task force report.
ent enforce-

(2) Liti9ation authority in EEOC to enforce Title VII
of .the :Civil R1.ghts Act a~ainst private emploters and labor .
unions. This trend towar decentraU zation o litigation
authority away from the Department of Justice is harmful; to
the extent feasible, litigation authority for exe.cutive branch
agen.cies should be in the Department of Justice.
(3) Centralization of the Executive Order comtlliance
ro ram at the De artment of Labor. I agree with t is recommendation or c.onso 1. at1.on. I do not believe, however,
as the report urges, ·• that two years after consolidation, (i.e.,
in October, 1980) you "should determine whether the time isappropriate" to transfer the program to the EEOC. I question
whether it is des·irab1e to centralize Executive Order and
Title VII enforcement in one agency. In any event, I think
it is important for you not to commit yourself in advance to a
decision at that t·ime; but to maintain as much flexibility as
possible with respect to resolving this issue.
A more extensive discussion of my views is contained in
a memorandum from Drew S. Days III, Assistant Attorney General
for Civil Righ.ts, to Stuart Eizenstat, a copy of which is
attache.d.
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DEPARTMENT OF' STATE

February 1, 1978
1'

MEMORANDUH FOR MR. RICK HUTCHESON,
STAFF SECRETARY, THE h'HITE HOUSE ..

.,
Subject:

Reorganization of Equal Employment
. Opportunity Laws and Programs

This memorandum addresses the proposed reorganization of equal employmen.t opportunity laws and programs,
the subject of a memorandum to the President from
t-1r. Mcintyre dated January 7, 1978.

'-'=·~-~~-
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The Department of State previously conunentedon
this reorganization project. We are still concerned
about wh~ther one agency can serve the needs·of.both
the public and the private sector in what is sure to·
be a deluge of adjudicatory actions in this broad area.
Secondly, in c:onsidering whether to seek legislative.
action.toamend Title VII to include a prohibition
against discrimination toward the handicapped, we
u:r:ge that an effort be made to clarify the issues
that would be addressed in the handicapped program.

. ~r>t.~

1.

£/Joan n .. Clark
Director,
Management Operations
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THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION
WASHINGTON, D.C.

FEBI

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.
rear

20590

l9l8

20500

Mr. President:

The I:epartrrent of Transportation concurs with Mr. Mcintyre •.s
reCOI'C1lreilda.tion for Reorganization of EqUal Employment Opportunity
Laws and Programs. We believe, however, that the folloWing
c::orments are in order.

Structural shortcxJm:i:ngs in the Federal civil rights canpliance and
enforcement apparatus are not the only.obstacles or even the most
serious obstacles to ·genuine acex>IW?l:ishnent in this area. We
carmot say strongly enough that probl:$11S in civil rights enforcement
have resulted pr:Unarily fran lack of adequate staff, funding and
camri:t:nent. This Administration must pledge· support for a newly
reorganized civil rights capability with both. sufficient human and
financial resoUrces and a strong ·and highly visible carrmitment to
rigorous enforceneni:. .. ·
We support the Reorgani:zation Project • s judgment that consolidation

Of the program Will .provide for Stronger 1 more COOrdinated and
eonsistent enforcement. We ...are ready· to· eooperate in whatever way
we can during the transition.
Respectfully,

Brock Adams

DEPARTM EN:r OF AGRICULTURE
OFFI:CE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20250

February 1, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

The President

Attachment

UNITED STATES COMMISSION ON CIV,IL RIGHTS

January 31, 1978.

o

Mr. Rick Hutcheson
Staff Secretary
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
Dear Mr. Hutcheson:
Thank you for providing thi:s Commission with the opportunity.
to comment on the proposal for Reorganization of Equal Employment
Opportunity Laws and Programf!h The basic elements of the proposal
remain essentially unchanged since we reviewed it for Mr. Harrison
Wellford last Fall.
On Nov.ember 15, 1977, we wrote to Mr. Wellford to express our
belief that if the recommendations in that report were implemented,
they could substantially improve the Federal effort .to enforce.
equal employment opportunity law. We continue to support the
proposal.
·

Sincerely,

Attachment

T H E 5 E C R E T A R Y 0 F H E A L 'r H , E D U C AT 1..0 N, A N D W E L FA R E
WASHINGTON, D.C.20201

February~!,

1978

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM JOE CALIFANO

~tll ~·.

I have reviewed the January 28, 1978, Report of the
Office of Management and Budget on Reorganization of
Equal Employment Opportunity Laws and Programs.
I am deeply concerned about the proposal to transfer
contract compliance authority to the Department of
Labor. I believe separating civil rights compliance
from agency contracting authority will seriously
hinder and weaken contract compliance. Civil rights
must be an integral part of every agency's mission,
and efforts to prevent discrimination must occur at
every stage of their decisionmaking processes.
Equally important, the proposed transfer will result
in unwarranted intrusion of the Federal Government
into the affairs of private employers by increasing
the probability of duplicative review and investigations
by this Department and the Department of Labor. This
is especially true in the education area, where HEW
will continue to have heavy involvement with institutions
of higher learning under Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 and Title IX of the Education Amendments
of 1972. Our reconnnendation--that primary Execut.ive
Order 11246 authority should be retained in contracting
and grant-making agencies,.--permits one agency to
review an employer or institution once to determine
compliance with all of the civil rights laws.

. ' ...
·~--

~
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Department of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20585

1 February 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR:

Rick Hutcheson

FROM:

Roger .Colloff~
for James R. Schlesinger

SUBJECT:

January 28, 1978, Memorandum Regarding
Reorganization of Equal Employment
·
Opportunity Laws and Programs

We are in agreement that more effective ·means of assuring
equal em.ployment opport1:1nities in Federal and Government
contractor orga,nizations· can be expected from actions
proposed for approval in.the report attached· to the Jim
Mcintyre memorandum of January 28, 1978, to the President..
However, the Department of Energy wishes to enter .a
reservation concerning the contract compliance program
affecting contractor employees who construct a·nd operate
our technical facilities. ·
Previously the Department informed the Reorganization Ta·sk
Force on Civil Rights t·hat it favored cons.olidation of the
work of the various.Federal contractor compliance agencies
in the Department .of Labor with the sugges·tion that the
merg.er be phased in over a thr.ee to f'ive -year period.
This, however, re·f·.erenced only those industries assigned
to the Department for contract compliance responsibility.
We also express·ed concern regarding the equal opportunity
compliance program for contractor employees working on-site
in.the construction and operation of Department of Energy
technical ·facilities (about 100,:0•00 employees a·t the present
time in the Governmenb-·owned, contractor-operated facilities).
This important program has been effectively oper·ated .for
about· 12 years as a part of this Department's industrial
relations management program. During. this time, the employment o~ minori t:i;es has doubled and the emplo~ent o.f women
in responsible .positions has increased substantially.
These are contractor,...operated facilities, and we believe
this aspect of eg;ual opportunity compliance should con.tinue
to be adminis·tered through our industrial relations program
to preserve our present ievel of .. achievement, to continue

..· ------
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gains in this important area of affirmative. action responsibility, and to ensure that we can effectively construct and
operate ·our complex technical facilities.
With respect to the transfer of authority to the EEOC to
ensure equal employment opportunity in Federal employment,
it is clear that it would be beneficial for Federal
managers and employees to be under similar requirements
and remedies as the private sector and local governments.
However, to accomplish the objectives in Mr. Mcintyre's
report will require that line managers· at all levels
continue to aggressively carry out the Government '.s equal
employment opportunity programs.

THE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, D. C 20410

FEB 1 1978

'Mr. Richard G •. Hutcheson
Staff Secretary
·The White House
Washington, D. c. 2.0'500
Re:

Reorganization o.f Equal Employment Opportunity
Law.s and Programs

Dear Mr •. Hutcheson:.
You have requested the Department of Housing and
Urban Development's views on the above referenced report.
Whi.le we generally endorse and support the recommendations,
we cannot support· the recommendation to consolidate
Executive Order 11246 activities into one depa_rtment.
The following comments were provided to the Dire:ctor ·
of the Task Force on Civil Rights Reorganization in. response
to an ear.lier draft, but were not fully reflected in this
final report .•
In addition to our own contract compliance .activities,
HU.D admini.ste·r:s the Executive Order 1124;6 prog.ram for the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare,· the Ve-terans
Administration, and the Economic Development Administration
of the. Department.of Commerce where construction is involved.
The recommendation of the Task Force on Civil Righ·ts of the
President's Reorganization Project is that the eleven agencies
currently administering this· J:"esponsibility have their prog.rams
transferred to the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Programs in the Department of Labor. We do not believe that
thl.s is a. step in the right direction, s.ince it removes a
civil rights Obligation from departments and agencies with
program responsibility.
·
·

··.. ·

2

While· this proposed_ action may result in clarifying·
areas where there are differing compliance standards, such.
a benefit .is far outweighed by the cost in ~onunitment and
program, effectiveness.· When these· res-ponsibilities are
·separated, agencies are free . to pursue individual program
' goals with no need to consider the: little known program
features that can be•design,ed to achieve civil rights
compliance by cont·ractors •. · In thi·s respect the contract ·
compliance obligation is more akin to program bhan to
employment re·sponsihili-ty anO. should be treated as such.
We believe the:re are measures .. other than consolidation
whic;tt could be taken to improve OFCCP' s a-dministration of
the program while still- following the philosophy of having
civil rights e'nfor.cement authority reside where there ~re
program responsibilities .
.With regard to the administration of Title VII for.
Federal Discrimination in Employment, we agree with the
recommendations which are made. Putting the authority· in
the :Equal Employment Oppo.rt·unity Conuniss'i:On should result
in more consisten.t application of EEO requirements in. the
public anO. private sectors.

Patricia Roberts Harris

THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON 20220

FEB 1- 1978
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
Subject:

Reorganization of Equal Employment
Opportunity Programs

I share SecretaryCali.fano's concera that the consolidation of egual employment opportunity.compliance programs in
a ·single agency as proposed by the Reorganization Task
Force on Civil Rights may result in loss of specialized
treatment of the unique·p!roblems of particular industries.
Equal employment opportunity problems vary substantially
among industries and firms and require specialized treatment.
A single agency may tend to generalize its treatment of these
problems to the detriment of a successful compliance program
and of business community support for the program.
For example, the. Treasury is now charged with reviewing
contract compliance by :!=inancial institutions.
I am committed to performing that responsibility effectively. It is
important in my view for the effort to remain under the
supervision o·f officials with an understanding of the
special problems of financial institutions.
I am concerned that consolidating this program in the Labor Department which is. accustomed to regulating blue collar industries
may exacerbate compliance problems because of insensitivity
to the unique n.ature of financial institutions.
·We agree wit'li HEW that responsibi..:lity for contract compliance should remain with the present agencies, but that
g,eneral supervisory authority should be shifted to EEOC.
We strongly oppose any temporary relocation of contract
compliance to the Labor Department pending final decision
on transfer to EEOC.
If the agencies' responsibilities are
to be transferred to a central location, they should be
moved directly to EEOC without an intermediate period of
doubt and confusion at Labor.

w.

Michael Blumenthal

.

.

.

UNITED S'T'ATES ENVIRONMENTAL PRO'T'ECTION AGENCY
. WASHINGTON, D.. C.

FEB

20460

1 1978

OFFICE OF.THE
ADMINISTRATOR

..

.·

Mr. Rick Hutchason
Staff-Secretary
.. Tire White House
Washington, D.c·. 20500 <
Dear Rick:
Th.is responds to your' 1request of January: 30~ .1978,· for colliments
on James T. Mcintyre., .J:t•:(s·~ memorandtim of January 28·, 1978, subj:ect
Reorganizatio,n of Equal:Etnp1oyment Dpport~nUy Law~ and' Programs~
.
Following are our comments on. the options listed in the order·
presented:
Page _11

Decisions on the Principles
Approve-.

. '·

Page 14 --Transfer of Equal Pay Act to EEOC on July 1, 1979
Approv~

Page 16 -- Transfer of Age Discrimination Enforcement Authority
to EEOC-on July 1, 1979
Approve
Page 18 -- Transfer of Equal Employment Responsibility to EEOC
on October 1, 1978
Approve. (Enforcement procedures only. Affirmative
Action and Special Emphasis Programs to remain with

esc.)

2
Page 20 -- Abolish EEOCC and Transfer Responsibility to EEOC
on July 1, 1978
Approve
Page 22 -- Consolidating Contract Compliance Activities in
Labor on October 1, 1978
Approve. (For direct contracting only as provided
for by compliance agencies. Construction contracting
under grants to be retained as part of grant-related
enforcement option, page 24.)
Page 23 -- Defer Decision o.n Transfer of Contract Compliance
to EEOC no Later than January 1981
Approve
Page 24 -- Retain Current DOJ Authority to Litigate Title VII
Matters
Approve
Page 25 -- Leave Grant-Related Enforcemen·t as Presently
Structured
Approve
Page 26 -- Announce Legislative Proposals Later
Approve
Page 27 -- Announce Pian at Public Ceremony
Approve
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important
initiative.

~

Barbara Blum
Deputy Administrator

·.VETERANS ADM_INISTRATION
OFFICE oF THE ADMINISTRAToR

elF VETER~Ns AFFAIRs

. WASHINGTON, D.C.'

>

•

20426! ·

Fe·oruary 1 , 19. 7'8

..

.·:

MEMORANDUM FOR:
.:

Rich :Hutcheson
staff Secretary
The White House··

...

'·

'·.•

...

....

' . we !have reviewed the report' II Reorganization o.f '
Eqaal Employme-nt Opport:rini,ty Laws and P.rograms•i submitted
by .Mr. James: T. Mcintyre, Jr~; :on January '2:8', 1978,. t.o the
President. The following~ actions reconunende,.c;i._ in ti,l;is, report·
are concurred in by the Veterans Administra.ti<~m·: ·; ·
·

(1) ·That there be an incremental movement
:toward a single ag.ency· to consoLidate equal
· empJ.oyJII.eh:t .enforcement func::tioris; ·
·
:-

~._. ...,_

That the Equal Empllpymeri.t Opportunity'·
Cominiss;ion (EEQC) .. become· the ultimate: locus
. of eq\lar' employment enfo~cemerit programs; '
(2)

( 3)
That the me·rger ·Of prog·ram responsibilities 'will be made to' the' EEOC and will
'
include:

(a}
trans;fer of Equal Pay
'Authority; and · · '

(b) transfer. of Age Discr.:imination AuthO:ri ty; ·
. {4). That the devellopment of a comprehens·ive
civil rights legislative packag.e which would
.include proposed amendments
all areas of
civil rights--employment, housing:, education,
etc.-~-be explored~.·
·

in

We are concerned with the transfer. of.eql:lal employment
opportunity eriforcemer.it. al:lthority for Federal employees to
the EEOC'. In view .of ·the stated organiz-ational -deficie.n:cies
of the EEOC, and its present backlog of cases, we g;re

•·

.~ ~'.
,. -:-'

~:

.._.

conce·rned: that. the tr.emendous additional program responsibilities will be too burdensome.. Transfer of all these
func-tions, at a· time \V'hen the EEOC is desperately trying to
reform itself administratively, might jeopardize already
·initiated reforins. It will take severa·l years to j"udge the
ef:fectiveries.s of those reforins, yet before S:UCh. scr.ut·iny is·
.possible, several large-·scal.e prog,rams will be added to ·
EEOC's existing responsibility. ·. The premature tasking of
EEOC with these programs might_ be a ·.disservice .to· it.
An alternative mi.ght be for the Civil Service
Commission .to r.etain Federal employee ·equal emp:loyment
oppor.tunity enforcement •.. Th~ Coi:nmiss.iion has be.en sensitive
to ·the· cri tfucisms o.f it, as summarized in the m~morandum,
and:, .in part, the· proposed .reorganization of·.t'he .Commission .
was designed to correct . thos·e criticisms. M'o.reo;ver, the
major cri ti.cisms relate· .to burdensome procedures and overall
time delays. in the a:dj.udicatory process. The·se cr.:ttici:sms
can be corre.cted administratively: by restructuring the
existing Civil S'ervice Commission procedure. This alterna-tive· permits the realization of the incremental moyement
toward a ."s·ingl·e agency by the "transfer of some funct.:Lons to
. the EEOC w..ithout overburdening .it.. Should the Civil Service
·Commission reforms no.t silence criticism, or EEOC demonstrate
· that ·.it :has overcome its· internal problems; the Federal
emplOyee equal employment opportunity enforcement function
could b~ transferred at a later date as part ·o.f the incremental.
m_ovement. This alternative gives the EEOC some additional time
'bo· prepare its:elf for.these· a(tditional. res-ponsibilities.

~w
MA~LELM\fD

.

~dminis t·ra to.r
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240

February 2, l97a

Mr. James T. Mcintyre, Jr.
Executive Off'ice of the President
Office of ·Management and Budget
Washington, D. C. 20503
Dear J,i.m:·
Thank you for providing an opportunity for the Department of
the Interior to comment on the proposed "Reorganization of
Equal Employment Opportunity·Laws. and Programs ... We. have
reviewed the proposal and raise the following brief considerations.
Degree of Consolidation and Placement of
Consolidation Functions
The Department expresses its support for major, if not total
.consolid•ation of the subject programs at the Equal Employment
Oppqrtunity Commission (EEOC). However, our hesitancy is
with the prospects for a single agency becoming a political
f.ootball in future years and having its blildget become the
target of those who may· be less ·supportive of an aggres·sive
equal employment and affirmative action effort. Also, as
indicated below, we w.ish to question certain aspect's of the
consolidation.
Transfer of Program Responsibilities int·o the EEOC
The Interior Department endorses the transfer .o.f pro.grams
and authorities for the Equal Pay Act of 1963, Age Discrimination in Employment Act o.f 1967, and the authorities under
Titl.e VII of the- Civil Rights Act of 1964, to the EEOC, with
one reservation. While we ag.ree that i.t is valid to separa·te
the responsibility for setting Federal personnel policies
(CSC) from the assessment and enforcement of such policies
(proposed for EEOC) irt light of T.itle VII, we share some of
the C'ivil Service Commission's hopes for the proposed Merit
Systems Protection Board as the vehicle for ensuring equal
employment opportunity.

Mr. James T. Mcintyre, Jr.
Page Two
February 2, 1978
..

,

Consolidation of Contract Compliance Programs in the
Office of Federal Contract·compliance Programs (OFCCP)
noted in your proposal., the experience o.f the Department
of the Interior as one of eleven government agencies responsible. for monitoring contractor compliance with Execativ.e
Order 11246; wouldhave us oppose complete consolidation.
However,. we wi.sh to give a vote o.f confidence to the new
leadership at OFCCP for the posit'ive steps that the agency
has taken thus far. We wi.ll continue to·be concerned though,
that (a) extensive administrative and organizational improvements be implemented, (:b) adequate. a~d well trained s.ta~f
are available, and (c·) if there is a deci-sion to .ultimately
consolidate this res-ponsibility at EEOC, a realistic but
firm timetable be deve.loped.
As

,.

r

Finally, a·s pointed out in tbe document, certain aspect·s of
the reorganizc:ttion will require legislative initiatives. If
these are to succeed, the resources of several Cabinet level
depa·rtments should be employed, as we have done with other
priority legislative. issues. The, Department of .the Interior
considers this a pr.iority init·iative, and looks forward to.
supporting such an e.ffort.
Sincere-ly,

~-~ting

~0-.~
SECRETARY
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THE EQUAL. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

I.

DUTIES

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended
in 1972, prohibits employers from discharging or refusing
to hire individuals on the basis of race, color, sex, religion or national origin. An employer may not discriminate against employees with respect to compensation, terms,
conditions or privileges of employment or segregate or
classify pe.r,sons in a way which wo.uld tend to deprive them
of employment opportunities or otherwise adversely af.fect
their employment status. Similarly, labor organizations
may not exclude or expel from their membership or otherwise discriminate against individuals on the basis of their
race, color, religion, sex or national origin.
The Act created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) as the agency respons'ible for the enforcement
of this prohibition. The EEOC investigates written sworn cnarges
of discrimination filed by individuals or members of the commission~
The EEOC is required to defer action on charges to
.State or local fair employment practices agencies whose
statutes or ordinances prohibit the practices forbidden and
provide the remedies granted by Title VII. The EEOC must. attempt
to resolve valid charges through conciliation and, as a result of the 1972 amendments to the Act, may file lawsuits
against those respondents subj:ect to its jurisdiction where
conciliation efforts fail!. The sole power to file suit against
State and local governments, however, resides with the
Attorney General.
II.

ORGAN.IZATION
A.

Structure

The Commission consists of five members appointed by
the President, one of whom is designated by the President to
be Chairperson. The Chairperson is the chief adminis,trative
officer of the Commission and is authorized to appoint most
of the employees of the agency. The President also appo.ints
an independent General Counsel. The Commission's extensive
field structure consists of seven regional offices, 32
district offices and seven regional litigation centers.
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B.

Staff
Fiscal Year 1978: 2,487 Staff Years

C.

.Budget
Fiscal Year 1.978:

III.

$77 Million

WORKLOAD

It is estimated that the EEOC expends almost. 90 percent of
its resources in the processing of complaints, with the remainder of its staff concentrating on self-initiated attempts
to uncover broad patterns of discrimination. In Fiscal Year
1.976, the EEOC :received 76,800 complaints and an estimated
85,500 complaints in Fiscal Year 1977. In 1976, the Commission settled 3,177 cases prior to a determination of the
merits of the complaint. The EEOC's success rate in achieving
conciliation after a determination on the merits is 31.5
percent. In 1976, the Commis•sion filed 345 suits alleging
discrimination.
IV.

SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS
See Appendix B.

V.

PROPOSED REFOR!1S
See Appendix B.
THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

The Department of Labor's Employment Standards Administration
is responsible for five major non-grant rela·ted equal employment opportunity programs which are administered by the Office
of Federal Contract Compliance Programs and the Wage and Hour
Division.
OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS
I.

DUTIES
A.

Executive Order 11246

The provisions of the Executive order require supply
and service contractors with a contract of $10,000 or more 1n
any 12 month period not to disc·riminate and to take affirmative action to ensure that applicants and employees are
treated without regard to their race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin. Contractors who employ 50 or more employees
and hold .a contract of ~50,000 o:r more are required to have·
written affirmative ac.tion programs for each of their facili-
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ties. These programs must analyze the utilization of minorities and women by job groupings and classifications in light '
of the labor market availability of these groups. Where underutiliza,tion is identified by the contractors, they are required to establish reasonable and attainable numerical goals
and timetables to eliminate that underutilization and to undertake good faith affirmative action efforts to ensure that those
goals are met.
B.

Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973

All Federal contrac,ts in excess of $2,500 are required to include clauses in which the contractor agrees
to take affirmative action to employ and advance in employment qualified handicapped individuals. Contractors that
hold contracts or subcontra·cts of $50,000 or more and· have
SO or mor.e employees are required to maintain at each establishment an affirmative action program which is to be reviewed and
updated each year. Under these regulations, handicapped persons are to identify themselves as being handicapped in order
to benefit from such affirmative. action programs. Contractors
are not required, however, to conduct a utilization analysis
nor to establish goals and timetables.
C. Section 402 of the Vie,tnam Era Veterans Readjustment
Assistance Act of 1974
Government contractors with a contract of $10,000 or
more are required to take affirmative action to employ and to
advance in employment qualified Vietnam era and disabled
veterans. In addition, contractors are required to file
suitable job openings and quarterly hiring reports with
appropriate local or State employment service offices.
Contractors holding a contract of $50,000 or more
and employing SO or more persons are required to develop
and maintain an affirmative action program for covered
veterans. Such programs call for outreach efforts and review of job requirements to ensure that they are validated and
do not exclude qualified veterans. These contractors also are
required to develop on-the-job training opportunities for
veterans and to recruit job ready veterans. Utilization
analysis and goals and timetables are not required.
Contractors who fail to meet the affirmative action
and nondiscriminati.on requirements of these three programs
may have their contracts cancelled, terminated, or suspended
or may be debarred from obtaining future contracts.
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II.

ORGANIZATION
A.

Structure

Executive Order 11246 assigned the adrninistra.tion of its enforcement to the Secretary of Labor while
leaving the actual enforcement responsibility j.n the contracting agencies. The Secretary has delegated respotisibility for administering the program to the Office· of
Federal Contract Compliance Prog.rams (OFCCP) • The responsibility for actually securing compliance from those covered
by the Executive order is vested in 11 contracting agencies.
Only OFCCP, however, enforces Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1.97 3 and Section 402 of the Vietnam Era
Veterans Readjustment Assis.tance Act of 1974.
B.

Staff
Fiscal Year 1978:

C.

Budget
Fiscal Year 1978:

III.

OFCCP - 216 Staff Years
Compliance Agencies (11) 1,5 71 f,taff Years

OFCCP - $6.9 Million
Compliance Agencies (11) $33.1 Mi.llion

WORKLOAD

During Fiscal Year 1976, ·the compliance ag.encies conducted 10,.647 reviews representing 58.6 percent of the
reviews which had been planned for that fiscal year. OFCCP
conducts regular audits of the compliance agencies' enforcement activities and between July 1, 1975 and September 30,
1976, it conducted audits of 45 agency compliance offices.
To ensure that the compliance ag.encies' reviews of contractors
are adequate, OFCCP ·periodically conducts audits of the
agency compliance review reports. During the period mentioned above, OFCCP conducted 647 such reviews. Enforcement
of the Executive order in the construction industry has been
implemented through special bid conditions and area-wide
(hometown or imposed) plans in certain parts o.f the country.
As of August 1977, there were only 42 hometown plans and
seven imposed plans nationwide.
Between July 1975 and August 1977, five contractors were
debarred under the contract compliance program. As of July
1977, another six contractors were awaiting administrative
hearings to determine if they were in compliance.
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In Fiscal Year 1.976, about 40 percent of OFCCP • s
total staff (87 persons) were assigned to work on the
enforcement of the veterans and handicapped programs.
During Fiscal Year 1977, 2,089 complaints by veterans
and 3,329 complaints from handicapped persons were received by OFCCP.
IV.

SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS

A. Some officers of corporations complain of incon.sistency in the enforcement of the Executive order program.
In g.eneral, they have facilities reviewed by more than one
agency and they complain that the forms acceptable to one
agency are not acceptable to another, making a corporate
approach to a·ffirmative action all but impossible. ·
B. Under the current structure of enforcement, OFCCP
has had difficulty getting the compliance agencies to
follow its directives.
·
C. The structure of the Executive order program also
breeds conflict of interest between the compliance agencies'
procurement objectives and the objectives of the contract
compliance program. OFCCP, nevertheless, has never withdrawn the compliance authority from a recalcitrant compliance agency.
D. Contract compliance for the cons.truc.tion industry
has been ineffective as evidenced by the limited number of
plans developed.and the cumbersome procedures for developing
such olans.
E. The use of sanctions against contractors has been
sparse.
V.

PROPOSED REFORMS

A. A September 1977 OFCCP Task Force Report proposed
that the enforcement respons·ibili ties of the 11 compliance
agencies be consolidated in OFCCP in order to eliminate
inconsistent enforcement and to eradicate the conflict of
interest in the present compliance program.
B. A formal, comprehensive regulatory framework,
including basic standards and enforcement ;procedures, is
proposed to be established to replace hometown plans and
special bid conditions for the construc.tion industry.
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C. The Assistant Secretary for Employment Standard·s
has called for the increased use of sanctions, including
debarment, for those contractors out of compliance.
WAGE AND HOUR DIVISION
I.

DUTIES
A.

Equal Pay Act of 1963

The Equal Pay Act (EPA) amended the Fair Labor
Standards Act of 1938. The EPA forbids wage discrimination
on the basis of sex between employees who are performing
work on jobs in the same establishment, the performance of
which requires equal skill, effort and responsibility and
is performed under similar working conditions.
B.

Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967

The Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) prohibits job discrimination agains.t workers between 40 and 65
years of age. Prohibitions and coverage generally parallel
those under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
II.

ORGANIZATION
A.

Structure

The enforcement of EPA and ADEA is carried out through
a s.ystem of 10 regional offices, 90 area offices and 2'60 field
stations. Compliance officers also enforce other provisions
of the Fair Labor Standards Act, t·he Davis-Bacon Act, the
Service Contract Act and the Public Contract Act. Compliance
reviews, investigation of individual complaints, and court proceedings are the primary me.thods of enforcement. Suits enforcing these statutes are filed by the Office of the Solicitor
of Labor.
B.

Staff
Fiscal Year 1978:

Wage and Hour Division - 239
Solicitor - 78 Staff Years

C.

Budget
Fiscal Year 1978:

Wage and·Hour Division- $7.2 Million
Solicitor - $1.6 Million
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III.

WORKLOAD

A. Under the EPA, the number of complaints filed in
Fiscal Year 1976 totaled 2,311. In that year,.over 5,000
complaints were filed on the basis of the Age Act. The
backlog in Equal Pay enforcement is less than 2,000, while
that under the Age Act is a little more than 2,000. During
Fiscal Year 1976, the Wage and Hour Division undertook
6, 67'8 compliance reviews. That same year, Wage and Hour
found that a total of 24,610 employees had been underpaid
and 164 civil actions were filed by the Solicitor of Labor
to enforce the EPA.
IV.

SI·GNIFICANT PROBLEMS

A. Wage and Hour policy ·statements reflect major· differences with the positions of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
B. During Fiscal Years 1975 and 1976, DOL regional
and area office st·aff appear to have decreased their emphasis
on equal pay enforcement compared to earl.ier years.
V.

PROPOSED REFORMS

The Assistant Secretary for Employmen,t Standards has
instructed the Wage and Hour Division to increase its efforts
to enforce the EPA.
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
I.

DUTIES

The authority of the Department of Justice to enforce prohibitions against employment discrimination emanates from six
·statutes and an Executive'order. The Attorney General, under
Title VII of the Civil Right·s Act of 1964, has authority to
bring suits, after referral from the EEOC, against State and
local governments. In addition, the Departmen.t of .Justice
has on its own initiative brought pattern and practice suits
against public employers. The Attorney General also has
authority to sue recipients of Federal grants pursuant to the
following statutes:
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II.

A.

The State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of .1972:

B.

The Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of
1968;

c.

The Comprehens'ive Employment and Training Act of
1973;

D.

The Housing and Community Deve.lopment Act of 1974;and

E.

Title VI of the Civil Rights Ac-t of 1964.

·ORGANIZATION
A.

Structure

The Employment Section of the Civil Rights Division
of the Department of Justice has handled most of the Department's employment discrimination litigation. The Federal
Programs Section of the Civil Rights Division, however, has
handled employment litigation relating to recipients of
Federal financial a·ssistance while the Education Section has
handled litigation invo.l ving public educational institutions.
B.

Staff
Fiscal .Year 1978:

C.

Budget
Fiscal Year 1978:

III •

Employment Section - 44 Staff Years

Employment and other sections $2.1 ·Million

WORKLOAD

Between March 1974 and June. 1977, the Department of
Justice brought 39 suit·s· involving employment discrimination.
IV.

SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS

A.. One of t·he failures of the Civil Rights Division has
been its neglect of sex discrimination cases; prior to 1972,
only two of the Employment Section' S· cases alleg.ed discrimination based on sex.
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B. The Civil Rights Division also has been charged
with being too conservative.
C. The Employment Section's small size has adversely
affected its ability to litigate a large percentage of the
instances of noncompliance brought to its attention.
V.

PROPOSED REFORMS

A. The Civil Rights Division has expressed its intention to improve its track record in sex discrimination
cases.
B. The Division has suggested an internal reorganization which would involve the transfer to the Employment
Section of all litigation involving employment in elementa·ry and secondary schools.
C. The Department has undertaken a study to determine
whether the u.s. Attorneys should be given responsibility
to handle referrals from the EEOC of individual charges of
discrimination made by State and local government employees.
CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION
I.

DUTIES

The Civil Service Commission (CSC} has authority under
Executive Order 11478 and the 1972 amendments to Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to enforce equal opportunity.
and affirmativ~ action in the Federal service. The esc is
called upon to supervise and provide leadership and guidance
to the equal employment opportunity programs within the
Executive departments and agencies.. In furtherance of that
responsibility it can issue regulations, orders and instructions to the various departments and agencies. In addition,
the esc has the responsibility to review and approve annually
national and regional equal employment opportunity plans submitted by each government department and agency. The Commission
also enforces Section 501 ot the Rehabilitation Act and the
Equal Pay Act.
Federal employees do not have recourse to the EEOC but
file complaints of discrimination with their own agencies.
If they disagree with the determination of their respective
·agencies, they may appeal to the esc.
II.

ORGANIZATION
A.

Structure

The esc administers the equal employment opportunity
program in the Federal Government through an office of Federal
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Equal Employment Opportunity (FEEO) within the Office of
the Commission's Executive Director. The Direc-tor of
FEEO reports to the Assistant Executive Director of the
Commission. The FE·EO .is responsible for reviewing affirmative action plans and overseeing the complaint system, as
well as special emphasis programs such as the Federal Women's
Program, the Spanish-Speaking 1Program, and the Upward Mobility Program.
Other units of the esc, such as the
Appeals Review Board, also play a role in administering
the equal employment program.
The various agencies and departments, on the other
hand, have set up their own internal equal opportunity
programs. These are normally headed by an Equal Employment
Opportunity Officer who reports to the head of the ag~ncy
or another senior agency official.
B.

C.

III.

Staff
Fiscal Year 1978:

CSC -

302 Staff Years
(100 to be transferred)
Budget (Includes ReiMbursable Authority)

Fiscal Year 1978:

CSC - $8.5 Million
($6.5 Million to be transferred)

WORKLOAD

Approximately 7, O·OO formal discrimination complaints
were filed by government employees in Fiscal Year 1976.
During the same year, 1,760 agency decisions were appealed
to the CSC's Appeals Review Board. Affirmative action plans
are submitted annually to the esc by all agencies with 500
or more employees. The Commission has reviewed only about
1,2DO of the 4,000 plans submitted to it.
IV.

SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS

A. The Professional and Ad!ninistrative Caree·r Examination
(PACE), which is administered by t·he Commission to screen
applicants for more than 100 job titles, ha·s not been properly
validated.
B. Commission rules and procedures governing complaints
are mo.re burdensome to Federal employees than those issued
by the EEOC for employees in the non-Federal sectors.
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c. Despite a statutory
processing of complaints by
government.-wide average for
was 398 days in Fiscal Year

limitation of 180 days for the
government employees, the
the processing of complaints
1976.

D. The CSC has been criticized because its guidelines
on affirmative action are weaker than those governing the
private. sector.
E. While the esc requires agencies to conduct t·heir
own internal equal employment evaluations, there is no
speci.fic guidance on what constitutes an acceptable evaluation.
V.

PROPOSED REFORM

A. The present Commis·sioners have expressed great concern about improving the .effectiveness of the Commission's
equal employment efforts. In addition, they have supported
the efforts of the joint CSC-PRP Personnel Management Task
Force to explore the need for change in such important areas
as the structure and location of the Federal Title VII program
and such esc ranking procedures as the vete·rans preference.
B. The Commission has developed new ideas for reforming the current system for reviewing agency affirmative.
action programs. These ideas include requiring on-thescene monitoring ,of agency actions under their respective
plans.
THE EQUAL EMPLOYMEN.T OPPORTUNITY COORDINATING COUNCIL
I.

DUTIES

The Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council
was established by the 1972 amendments to Title VII of the.
Civil Rights Act of 1964. The Council is responsible for
developing and. implementing agreements, policies and
practices designed to maximize enforcement efforts and promote efficiency. The Council also is responsible for eliminating conflict, competition, dupl.icat±on and inconsistency
among the various departments, agencie·s and branches of the
Federal .Government responsible for ensuring equal employm,ent
opportunity. The Act requires the Council to report annually
to the President and to Congress on its activities and to
make recommend·ations for legislative or administrative changes.
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II.

ORGANIZATION
A.

Structure

The Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating Council
is composed of the Attorney General, the Secretary of Labor,
the Chairpersons of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Civil service Commission, and the Civil Rights
Commission. Title VII gave the Council no specific enforcement authority. Implementation of policies or procedures
developed by the Council is dependent on the acceptance of
each of the members. In recognition of this limitation, the
Council agreed in 1972 to make decisions by consensu~ rather
than by majority vote.
B.

Staff

Each member agency assigned, on a part-time basis,
the number of staff-hours believed to be sufficient to carry
out its respective Council responsibilities.

c.

Budget
No budget has been appropriated.

III.

l'JORKLOAD

From July 1975 through November 1976, the agency heads
designated as Council representatives, were more active than
previously in the Council's history. During this period,
Council members met at least once a mont,h on a regular basis.
Since November 1976, however, the Council has been dormant.
While active, most of the Council's time was consumed in an
attempt to reach agreement on a set of common employee selection guidelines which would be applied to both the ·Federal and
private sectors.
IV.

SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS

'The Council has failed in its obj.ective o.f reaching common
ag.reement on any significant issue related to equal employment
opportunity. With regard to the major issue which has faced
the Council, namely Employee Selection Guidelines, the Council
was unable to reach agreement.
V.

PROPOSED REFORMS
The Council has failed to enunciate any reforms.
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STATUS REPORT
ON THE
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission has
encountered serious problems in the execution of its responsibilities. These problems have been enumerated by
the Government Accounting Office, the United States
'Commission on Civil Rights, and the House Subcommittee
on Equal Opportunities. They include poor management,
lack of adequate staf'f training, an ineffective charge
intake system, exces·sive delays in the processing of
charges, and failure to address effectively systemic·
discrimination. Perhaps the most often cited problem
facing the EEOC was the existence of a large backlog
of unresolved charges. On June 6, 1977, Eleanor Holmes
Norton was sworn in as Chair of the EEOC. She is the
first person to direct that agency who has had years
of experience in administering a similar program.
She has brought with her many of the top managers from
the New York City Commission on Human Rights. They have
acknowledged the existence of serious deficiencies in
ag.ency practices and developed a comprehensive plan to
make the agency more responsive.
ANA:tYSIS
The major problems facing the EEOC and the actions
proposed by the Commiss'ion to addr·ess them are descr.ibed
below. Also discussed are the implementing steps taken
thus far, the dates on which additional elements of
Ms. Norton's plan will become operational, and problems
which may hamper the effectiveness of the new reforms.
A.

Management and s.taffing Problems
1.

Problem

Poor management practices have hampered the EEOC's
efforts to carry out its mission. Identified deficiencies
include:
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•

Uncertain division of authority
between the Chair and the
·
Executive Director led to
poor administration.

•

A cumbersome field structure composed of district offices, regional
offices and regional litigation
centers, each with different reporting lines of authority, inhibited
effective management control.and led
to inconsistent practices.

•

Effective work measurement standards
were lacking and charge status
report'ing sy,stems were poor with
the result that accountability for
success or failure wa·s difficult
to pinpoint.

Staffing and staff training also presented serious
problems for the EEOC~ Hig,h vacancy rates plagued the
agency. As of January 31, 1.976, for example, the EEOC's
vacancy rate stood at 17 percent. The staff, moreover,
was badly in need of training in such areas as the current
status of equal employment opportunity law.
2.

Reforms Iristituted or Planned

On September 22, 1977, the agency's lines of
authority and structure were reorganized. Included in
this reorganization are:
•

The delegation of authority for
headquarters and field operations
to the agency's Executive Director
who, for the first time in the
agency's history,has been desig.,..
nated as the EEOC's chief admin.,..
istrative officer.
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•

The establishment of a new field
structure composed of 46 area offices
attached to 22 district offices, and
the abolition of the seven regional:
offices and the five litigation centers.
At the end of September, model offices
of this new structure were established
in Dallas, B:al timore and Chicago.
During the second and third quarters of
Fiscal Year 1978, three additional
district office complexes will be phased
in. The phase-in of the remaining area
offices and district offices will begin
as soon as Congressional action is taken
on the EEOC's Fiscal Year 1978 supplemental budget request. It is expected
that the entire new structure will be
in place by the end of the 4th quarter
of Fiscal Year 197'8.

A system which holds managers of all
functions at the Commission accountable
for their performance was instituted
in September of this year. 'This system
includes a performance and resource
plan with objectives and goals jointly
developed by line managers and the
Executive Director and a systematic
way to identify and correct specific
operational deficiencies with deadlines
for accomplishment.. In addition, in
order to have an accurate and up-to-date
system of moni torin·g the status of the
complaint inventory, a Charge Inventory
System (CIS) :i..s being designed which will
provide the agency with an automated information retrieval system agencywide by
October 19 7 8 •
To improve the performance of the EEOC staff, training
sessions have been conducted and additional sessions are
being planned. The EEOC also has assumed the responsibility for providing training to State and local agency
personnel in an effort to ensure that the new intake and
charge processing procedures become standard nationwide.
•
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During the period from August 1, 1977, to January 20,
197'8, 759 EEOC and 132 State and local agency personnel
were provided a week of training. Addi.tional sessions
are being planned for the second quarter of Fi·scal
Year 1.978. New employees will receive training under
this new program within one week of their date of hire.
All E'EOC staff will have participated in at least one
overview session of training by January 30, 1978, and
by September 30, 1978, all will have comple.ted an indepth training program.
Finally, the EEOC vacancy rate wa·s reduced ·to seyen
percent as of December 1, 1977.
B.

Charge Intake
1.

Problem

In the past, there has been inadequate analysis
of the problems of complainants at the tiine they sought
the aid of the EEOC. Intake of charges generally was
handled by clerical staff with the result that little or
no screening of charges took place. Thus, numerous
charges were accepted which were frivolous or which fell
ou·tside the Commission's jurisdiction.. In addition,
charges accepted by EEOC intake personnel often lacked
complete information. For example, files provided. to
investigators sometimes included no indication of race,
address, or work history. Such situations inevitably
led to a waste of time on the part of Commission staff.
2.

Reforms Instituted or Planned

A new intake .process has been developed. The
major change in the process is the ins-titution of a pre'!"
charge counseling session to ensure an indepth analysis
of the problems of complainants and a better determination as to whether such problems actually involve violations of Title VII. In cases where the subject matter
of a complaint relates to the. j;urisdiction of another
Federal, State or local agency, such as complaints
based on handicap status or tho.se alleging housing discrimination, the complainant will be referred to the
proper agency. Before eliciting. detailed- information
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for the charge, intake officers will proceed to explain
the Conunission's procedures and will stress the importance of def-ining the specific issues of the :::omplaint.
The purpose of this procedure is to narrow the· scope
of the charge and determine the type of relief which
might be available. To ensure the effec,tiveness of the
new process, the EEOC intends to upgrade the !~vel of
staff assigned to handle the intake function, and training in the application of the process will be provided ·
to staff involved in the intake program.
The new Charge intake process was installed in the
three model offices in September. As a result, charge
receipts were reduced in the model offices by 23 percent
between September 23 and December 2, 1977.
The process
was extended agency wide on December 1, 1977.

c.

Charge Processing
1.

Problem

In Fiscal Year 1977, approximately 85,500 charges
of discrimination were filed with the .EEOC. The number
of charges filed has grown each year since t·he ag.ency
opened its doors in 1965. The complaint load has exceeded
the agency's capacity to address each complaint promptly.
Complaints often are not investigated for as long as
three years. Charge processing also ha-s been retarded by
attempts by EEOC staff to expand the scope of their investigations beyond that -of the original charge. The
delay in proces•sing charges, in turn, has rendered the
investigation phase more difficult and time cons-uming
since witnesses are difficult to find, pertinent facts are
forgotten, and data are hard to retrieve after the lapse
of long periods of time.
Finally, the- E·EOC' s charge processing system was
further slowed by the rigid and formalistic procedures
adhered to by the agency.
2.

Reforms Ins-tituted or Planned

On September 23, 1977, the Conunission approved
new Procedural Regulations. A major component of these
Regulations is the new Rapid Charge Processing system.
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Under thi.s system, new charges no longer are placed in
the backlog but rather are processed immediately. The
system stresses informal action desi.gned to bring about
settlements prior to formal investigation. Specific
provisions of the Rapid Charge Processing system include:
•

determining minimum se.ttlement
terms acceptable to the complainant;

•

attempting. to reach no-fault settlements with employer:

•

arranging early face-to-face factfinding conferences attended by the
charg.ing party and the employer.
The purpose of the conferen6e is
to clarify the issues and evidence
and, where possible, to achieve a
prompt resolution of the complaint.

There are preliminary indications that this system is
proving to be effective in the three model offices. During
the period from September 23 to December 2, 1977, 692
charges were received in these offices, O·f which 2.5 percent were closed within this ten week period. Of those
closed, 38 percent were completed through negotiated
settlement compared to nine percent during the same period
last year in the same offices. In the Chicago office,
which last year had 37 percent fewer ca·se closures than
complaint receipts, EEOC was able to eliminate all complaints filed during this period.
Finally, the EEOC has adopted a plan under which complaints against labor union locals will be forwarded to
the national office of the union concerned to see if it
can resolve the complaint before action by the EEOC. A
similar plan for large corporations also is being considered.
D.

Backlog
1.

Problem

The number of charges in process, excluding deferrals
to State and local agencies, stood at 104,750 as of September
30, 1977. Approximately 25 percent of the charges in this

inventory were more than two years old, as can be seen
from the following chart.
Inventory of EEOC Cases CNot Incl udinq ·
_
Deferrals to State and Local Agencie:s> 9(30/77
In Inventorx

Total

1 yr. or less
2 yrs. or less
3 yrs. or less
4 yrs. or less
Over 4 yrs. old

41,005
37,957
15,384
7,233
3,179

% of Total
39%
36%
14%
7%
4%

The need to relieve this backlog was noted during the·
Presidential campaign in the Platform Presentation of
June 16, 1976.
2.

Reforms Instituted or Planned

The EEOC has set up a Backlog Charge Processing
syst·em und'e·r which separate backloq units in thP. cH~t:r:i~-+:
offices will focus exclusively on the current backlog ·
with the obj·ective of elimin'a.ting it by Fiscal Year
1981. As an interim goal, the EEOC projec.ts a 20 percent
reduction in the backlog. by the end of Fiscal Year 1979
if its Fiscal Year 1978 supplemental bugget request is
granted.
·
Under this new system, complaint files will be
grouped by respondent and those with the largest number
of charges will be reviewed first. Employers will be
encouraged to engage in no-.faul t settlements.
Some reduction in the backlog in the model· offi-ces
already has· taken place. In Chicago, for example, 275
backlog cases were disposed of during the period from
September .2.3 to December 2 of this year, while in the
Dallas model office 373 backlog cases were closed,
E.

Litigation
1.

Problem

Inconsistent standards and lack of coordination
· between the EEOC lawyers and the EEOC investigators, each
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housed in separate offices, often led to a disagreement
over the determination of evidence of discrimination.
As a result, a large number of poorly develop~d. cases
were rejected by the agency's litigation centers. For
example, in Fiscal Year 1976, 86 percent of the reasonable
cause determinations made by the EEOC distric.t offices
were rejec.ted by agency attorneys because they were not
deemed adequate for litigation.
2.

Reforms Instituted or Planned

The aqencv' s structural reorganization (described
on p. 3) has bro.ught agency investiqators and lawvers
together in the three model offices. A common stimda.rd
of "reasonable cause" has been adopted, with the result
that only those cases deemed suitable for litigation will
be developed fully by the agency's investigators. The
integration of the legal staff into the investigative
process should result in upgrading o.f the quality of
the investigative findings and thereby encourage employers
to settle matters in which the EEOC has found cause to
believe that they have discriminated.
F.

Systemic Dis·crimination
1.

Problem

The EEOC has been criti6ized repeatedly for failing ef.fecti vely to address systemic discrimination. This
form of discrimination is not readily apparent but rooted
in institutional practices and procedures that produce
a disparate impact on those pro.tected by Title VII. For
example, an employer may require a high school diploma
as a condition for assignment to certain jobs without
adequately analyzing the need to impose such a requirement.
Since fewer Blacks than whites receive high school diplomas,
this overtly neutral standard tends to exclude more Blacks
than whites, irrespective .of their ability to per.form the
jobs to which they seek assignment.
Since receiving authority to litigate employment·
discrimination cases in 1972, the EEOC ha·s brought to court
895 cases, less than five percent of which have involved
institutionalized discrimination. This fact is particularly
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disturbing when the elimination of systemic discrimination
is perhaps the most comprehensive method for eradicating
violations of Title Vri.
2.

Reforms Instituted or Planned

The EEOC has established an Office of Systemic
Programs in headquarters and its director h:as been selected.
Standards of initial systemic target selection are being
drafted and will be completed in early 1978. By
January 1978, systemic units will begin to be established
in the model offices and the entire structure should be
in place by the end of September 1978.
G.

Some Remaining Problems

The, reorganization and reform e.fforts being implemented
by Chair Norton have the potential of profoundly affecting
every phase of the ~EEOC's activities. Nevertheless,
problems still exist. They include staff size, recruitment,
training, personnel matte·rs, and data systems.
1. From its inception, the EEOC has been underfunded.
The agency has not received a staff increase in the past
three years. The EEOC submitted a supplemental budget
request for 1,152 positions in Fiscal Year 1978 to meet
the broad objectives it has set, and particularly to
eliminate the current backlog by Fiscal Year 198'1. OMB
recommended and the Pr.esident approved 732 new positions
for Fiscal Years 1978 and 1979, We believe these to be ade'!!"'
quate resources to permit backlog reduction and to institute
a prog.ram to combat systemic discrimination. If, however,
OMB's estimate of the EEOC's needs proves inadequate. a sunplemental appropriation for Fiscal Year 1979 would. be
submitted.

2. If Congress· approves U1e staff increase reconunended
for the E·EOC, the ag.ency will be faced with the dii;ficult task
of selecting a large number of competent personnel. The
Commission's past recruiting and employment activities
have met with mixed success. Va.cancies went unfilled
for months and the quality of the staff selected'was not:
always of the highest calibre. Because of this, and the
likelihood that slz.eable staff increases will be
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approved for the EEOC, it is essential that there be
special emphasis on planning of recru•i ting
strateg.ies, effective and timely review of candid·ates,
and an efficient selection process. Every·effort
must be made to hire top flight talent, untainted by
the failures of the past. It is important that thi·s
opportunity not be missed.
·
3. EEOC must emphasize effective staff training.. ·
The new concepts being introduced at the .EEOC such a·s
pre-cl:large counseling.and face-to-face fact-finding conferences make the provision of high quality training. by
skilled instructors absolutely essential. Without .
adequate training.; internal re.form at the EEOC would be
jeopardized.
4. The EEOC's structural reorganization is of substantial d'imensions. Regional offices· and regional li tigation centers will be aboli;shed and staff from tbose
offices transferred to headquarters or to district and
area offices. The scope of this reorganization is certain
to generate some opposition by affected staff.
Some may oppose the implement•ation .of new procedures such as encouraging no-fault.settlement and
narrowing the scope of t·he charge because they interpret·
these policies .as being unfavorable to charging parties.
Others are likely to object to reallocations of responsibi.li ties that le.ssen their own authority. A good number
may resent t>he need to relocate. Opposition may result
in the filing of grievances·, EEO complaints or other forms
of resistance to the assertion of author.ity ·by management.
Some employees undoubtedly will take their g.rieva·nces to
the union, which may present the EEOC with burdensome lcU>ormanagement .problems.
The EEOC probably will need additional assistance
from the Civil Service Commission and possibly OMB: in
order to facilitate an orde·rly transition to the proposed
organi.zational struc.ture.
5. The EEOC must have an adequate data system to provide rnanag.ernent with a•ccurate information .on charge inventory and to facilitate process•irig of charges in the field,.
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Such a system, for example, would enable the agency to
cC?nsol~date charges alleging similar issues against a
g1.ven J.ndustry in a defined geographical area, While
the agency has begun implementation of a manual data
system whic~ it. proposed to automate by Octob~r 19·81,
prob~ems ex1.st l.n the use of the manual system, ·The
BaltJ.more model office, for example, has experienced
difficulty in reporting accurate information based
on the manual system, There is a good possibility
that the EEOC may require technical assistance from
an a?ency with experience in developing and u.tilizing
sophl.sticated data retrieval systems.
CONCLUSIONS
The Civil Riqhts Reoraa·nization Task ForcP. h;~u:;
studied carefully the EEOC's problems and the reforms
now being implemented. While impressed with Chair Norton's
accomplishments to date, as are most affected groups
including business interests, we recognize that the
task of making the EEOC .an efficien.t agency is an enormous one.
It is too early to predict if the EEOC's new
policies will be fully effective. We believe tha.t they
address the most profound problems of the agency. The
targ·et dates set by the C.onunissioners in July have been
met thus far and the preliminary statistics from the
three model offices are promising.
In order to ensure that this trend toward reform
continues in a timely manner, OMB is prepa·red actively
to assist th.e EEOC. OMB' s management staff is conduc.ting
an independent as:sessment of the agency and, where appropriate, will offer suggestions for further reform,, provide
technical assistance, and identify the resources needed
by the EEOC to perform most effectively, In addition, i:t will
monitor the agency's activities to ensure that the time..;
tables for organizational changes are adhered to and tha.t
the policies designed to eliminate the filing of frivolous
charges, to reduce appreciably the length of time involved
in processing charges, and to eliminate the backlog are
evaluated objectively on a periodic basis.
·
We should expect that some· of the new reforms will
not be as successful as anticipated. As long as the agency's
management, assis.ted by OMB, regularly analyzes the· effec•
tiveness of each aspect of i.ts plan, failures. will be ide~ti
fied promptly and new strategies can be developed.

SUJttiARY OP ANALYSIS OP EEoc REFORMS
PROBLEM
Parallel and conflict~ng lines
of a~tbodty between bf.t.adquarters
and field

, ..

REFORMS PLANNED
Establ~sh single· line of
COIIIIIlunication with new ·
field structure · ·

B-12

REFORMS ACCOMPLISHED

INDICES OP SUCCESS

Responsibility for (ield
operations .. assigned· to
F,:xecutive-Director

Elimination of conflictlnq policy anct 9ro- ..
cedural decisions

Ineffective layer of regional
offices and separation of litigation and investigative activities

·E-liminate r~gional offices
and merge litigation and
investigative activities
into 22 new district
offices

3 model district offices
established i_n September
1977, in Dallas, Chicago,
and Baltimo~e

Better utilization of
. field resources reflected
through increased productivity

Lack of effective work measurement
standards and poor charge status
report1119 system

Automated Charge Invent~ry
System will be in place by
October B7S

Anew Management; Accountability System has been
installed

Improved management
and workload data to
support program requirementa

Inadequate screeni,ng of frivolous
and non-jurisdictional charges

Hire professional staff to
manage cbarge intake function

intake process installed in model offices
·and natl.onwide in
Oece_mber !977

~todel

Excessive charge processing
times

Implement Rapid Charge
Processing System nationwide by October 1978

·Rapid Charge Processing
System has been developed
which will use face-toface fact-finding conferences to achieve early
resolutions. New system
implemented in mOdel offices
October 1977

381 of closures in model.
offices resulted from
negotiated settlements.
This compares to 9\ in the
same-offices last year

Backlog units which stress
no fault settlements set up
in three J~~Ddel offices

Durinq period SePtember 23
to December 2, 1977 ·,
Chigago and Dallas model
offices reported backlog
reductions of 275 and 373
respectively

Large backlog of changes

.Separate backlog units
will be set up in each
new district of:fice

~lew

offices report
23t reduction in number
of charges filed
.

